THE SECOND DIGITAL DISRUPTION: STREAMING AND THE DAWN OF DATA-DRIVEN CREATIVITY
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This Article explores how the explosive growth of online streaming is transforming the market for creative content. Two decades ago, the popularization of the internet led to what we refer to here as the first digital disruption: Napster, file-sharing, and the re-ordering of numerous content industries, from music to film to news. The advent of mass streaming has led us to a second digital disruption, one driven by the ability of streaming platforms to harvest massive amounts of data about consumer preferences and consumption patterns. Coupled to powerful computing, the data that firms like Netflix, Spotify, and Apple collect allows those firms to know what consumers want in incredible detail. This knowledge has long shaped advertising; now it is beginning to shape the content streaming firms purchase or even produce, a phenomenon we call “data-driven creativity.” This Article explores these phenomena across a range of firms and content industries. In particular, we take a close look at the firm that is perhaps farthest along in its use of data-driven creativity. We show how MindGeek, the little-known parent company of Pornhub and a leader in the market for adult entertainment, has leveraged streaming data not only to organize and suggest content to consumers but even to shape creative decisions. MindGeek is itself the product of the same forces—the shift to digital distribution and the accompanying explosion of free content—that transformed mainstream creative industries and paved the way for the rise of streaming. We first show how the adult industry adapted to the first digital disruption; that story aligns with similar accounts of how creative industries adapt to a loss of control over intellectual property. We then show how MindGeek and other streaming firms such
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as Netflix, Spotify, and Amazon are leveraging the second digital disruption, using data to make decisions about content promotion, aggregation, dissemination, and investment. Finally, we consider what these trends suggest for competition and innovation in markets for creative work. By making creative production far less risky, data-driven creativity may drive down the need for strong IP rights and reshape conventional assumptions about the purpose and role of IP. At the same time, the rise of data-driven creativity may reinforce the tendency of online markets toward dominance by a few major firms, with significant implications for competition and innovation.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, as content has moved online and away from physical media, many have predicted the death of the music, motion picture, and publishing industries. Digital piracy was long identified as the culprit, with the recording industry held up as the first

casualty. And the doomsayers were backed by some frightening statistics: In the nearly two decades since the digital file-sharing service Napster burst onto the scene, recording company revenues have plunged by almost sixty-seven percent.\(^2\) What portion of this shift in the industry’s fortunes is due to piracy is debated; legitimate outlets such as iTunes also played a part. But it is increasingly clear that internet-enabled piracy played a causal role.\(^3\)

This “first digital disruption” led to a dramatic re-organization of power within several creative industries and transformed the ways in which key players (particularly intermediaries like publishers, record companies, and retailers) did business. But the doomsaying was overblown. Creative industries eventually adjusted, most notably via the introduction of subscription-based streaming services such as Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, Audible, Spotify, and Apple Music.\(^4\) We see

\(^2\) This calculation is based on year-end 2015 data collected by the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) compared with year-end 1999 RIAA data (adjusted for inflation). See U.S. Sales Database, RIAA, https://www.riaa.com/u-s-sales-database (last visited Sept. 12, 2019). Streaming began to take off shortly after 2015.

\(^3\) At this point, the weight of the evidence is firmly on the side of piracy leading to recording industry revenue loss. Whether piracy leads to a decrease in the supply of new music is a separate question. See Joel Waldfogel, Copyright Protection, Technological Change, and the Quality of New Products: Evidence from Recorded Music Since Napster, 55 J.L. & ECON. 715, 727–28, 735 (2012) [hereinafter Waldfogel, Copyright Protection] (arguing that file sharing has reduced recording industry revenues but has not led to a decline in music quality); Joel Waldfogel, Music Piracy and Its Effects on Demand, Supply, and Welfare, 12 INNOVATION POL’Y & ECON. 91, 100–04 (2012) [hereinafter Waldfogel, Music Piracy] (noting that most studies have found that file sharing displaces recording industry sales but arguing that there has not been a decline in the production of high-quality music); Joel Waldfogel, Bye, Bye, Miss American Pie? The Supply of New Recorded Music Since Napster 18–22 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 16,882, 2011) [hereinafter Waldofgel, Napster], http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1789463 (same).

\(^4\) In the music industry as elsewhere, most of the impact fell on middlemen (record labels, publishing companies, and retailers) who saw their revenues sink. And even there, the story has been as much about creation as disruption. Record labels, formerly the dominant force in the industry, are much diminished today. But music streaming services, such as Spotify, Apple Music, and Tidal, once tiny, are now important players. Indeed, the total revenue of digital distributors now exceeds that of the total revenues of recording companies. Bill Rosenblatt, Keynote Address at the Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task Force Second Public Meeting on Developing the Digital Marketplace for Copyrighted Works: Enabling Efficient and Fair Markets for Content 9 (Jan. 25, 2018), https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/transcript_012518meeting.pdf. The U.S. live music industry has also grown substantially and is expected to continue to grow at about twice the rate of the overall economy. See Amy Watson, Live Music Industry Revenue in the United States from 2012 to 2021 (in Billion U.S. Dollars), STATISTA (Mar. 20, 2019), https://www.statista.com/statistics/491884/live-music-revenue-usa (describing how live music ticket sales are estimated to grow by 5.23% annually between 2015 and 2020).
this adjustment even in the music industry, which suffered the most from piracy. Record company revenues shrank severely, yet the best evidence suggests that more music is being produced than ever.\(^5\) On the other side of the market, consumers pay less for, and have more access to, that cornucopia of music than ever before.\(^6\)

In sum, this first digital disruption, although significant, was ultimately limited in scope. It undermined existing business models but did not fundamentally change the way music is created. This Article is about what comes next. We believe that technological changes are unleashing a new round of disruption, one which is likely to reach deeper into our creative economy. If it unfolds in the way we expect, the “second digital disruption” will re-order how new artistic and literary works are created, not just how they are promoted and sold. We believe it is likely also to accelerate trends toward consolidation in the production and distribution of creative content. It may transform our notions of authorship and raise fundamental questions about the nature and value of human creativity. And it may shift how we think about both the economic and moral underpinnings of intellectual property (chiefly, copyright) law.

What is this second digital disruption? At its core is the technology of digital streaming, and specifically the ability of streaming platforms to gather massive amounts of consumer data. Streaming is not just a means of distributing content; it is fundamentally a two-way communications channel for data about content consumption. The data that streaming platforms collect about consumer behavior can be used to support more targeted, and therefore less risky, decisions about what to create. The deeper understanding of consumer preferences that streaming data permits leads not only to a new competitive landscape—some firms have access to huge volumes of data, others do not—but also, more significantly, to new ways of creating content.

We can see early signs of the second digital disruption’s impact in the recent merger between AT&T, which owns digital cable and satellite networks, and Time Warner, which produces content. The

---

\(^5\) E.g., Waldfogel, *Copyright Protection*, supra note 3, at 727–28, 735 (arguing that there has not been a decline in the quality of music since the introduction of Napster); Waldfogel, *Music Piracy*, supra note 3, at 100–04 (arguing that there is no evidence of a decline in the amount of recorded music produced since the introduction of Napster); Waldfogel, *Napster*, supra note 3, at 18–22 (arguing that there was no decline in the quantity of recorded music produced after the introduction of Napster).

\(^6\) See Hannes Datta, George Knox & Bart J. Bronnenberg, *Changing Their Tune: How Consumers’ Adoption of Online Streaming Affects Music Consumption and Discovery*, 37 *MARKETING SCI.* 5, 6 (2018) (finding that consumers who use streaming music services consume a larger quantity and variety of music than they did before they started using streaming services).
Department of Justice challenged the merger, arguing that it would harm competition. Time Warner countered that, as a stand-alone content producer, it faced a competitive disadvantage versus rivals, such as Netflix, Google, and Facebook, that produce content but also own a digital distribution platform. As Time Warner put it:

First, unlike Google and Facebook, Time Warner has no access to meaningful data about its customers and their needs, interests, and preferences. In most cases, Time Warner does not even know its viewers’ names. This data gap impedes its ability to compete with Google, Facebook, and other digital companies in advertising sales . . . . The data gap also gives online video programmers a competitive advantage in the production and aggregation of content based on extensive data about the content preferences of their viewers.8

The United States District Court for the District of Columbia agreed, holding that “[t]raditional programmers and distributors are experiencing increased competition from innovative, over-the-top content services”—i.e., companies that provide video programming over the internet:

Those web-based companies are harnessing the power of the internet and data to provide lower-cost, better-tailored programming content directly to consumers. The dramatic growth of the leading [internet video providers] in particular, including Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime, can be traced in part to the value conferred by vertical integration—that is, to having content creation and aggregation as well as content distribution under the same roof.9

The court in the AT&T/Time Warner case concluded that access to data about consumer preferences is rapidly becoming a competitive necessity.10 And indeed Netflix, Amazon, and Spotify all use the data they collect on consumer activity to make decisions about some aspect of content.11 The intensity with which these services use consumer data varies. All of the streaming platforms we will discuss already use the data they collect from users to target advertising. They also use

---


9 AT&T Inc., 310 F. Supp. 3d at 173.

10 See id. at 173–74.

data to decide how to organize, present, and recommend content. Some go further and use data to purchase content.\textsuperscript{12} And, most strikingly, some use their data to \textit{produce} content.\textsuperscript{13} It is this last twist—the use of consumer data to directly shape content creation—that is the frontier of the second digital disruption and the ultimate expression of what we refer to in this Article as “data-driven creativity.”\textsuperscript{14}

Streaming and the data-driven creativity it permits are already reshaping our media landscape. Netflix, once a small company whose business model was mailing DVDs to consumers in red envelopes, is now an entertainment behemoth with over 100 million subscribers and a huge slate of original streaming video.\textsuperscript{15} Amazon, not content with merely transforming the book industry, has become a massive online marketplace for nearly everything—as well as a major distributor of streaming content through its Amazon Prime portal. But the company that has traveled furthest down the road to data-driven creativity is much less well known. The websites owned by this company, MindGeek, are collectively one of the internet’s biggest destinations, generating nearly two billion visits per month across the portfolio\textsuperscript{16}—an amount of traffic that makes the company one of the top five bandwidth consumers in the world.\textsuperscript{17}

MindGeek describes itself as “a global industry-leading information technology firm.”\textsuperscript{18} That language is accurate enough but largely a smokescreen. MindGeek is a leading firm in the vast universe of online pornography. And although, to the typical consumer of adult

\begin{footnotes}
\item[13] Id.
\item[14] We use the term “data-driven creativity” rather than “data-driven content” to highlight the novel, and, we believe, significant, ways that the creative process itself is being transformed by the use of big data. As we note above, data can be, and already is, used to make decisions about the arrangement, investment in, and marketing of content. At the furthest extreme, and most interesting, is the actual incorporation of big data into the creative process. Given that focus, we believe data-driven creativity is the more appropriate term.
\item[17] Id. It is worth noting, as a caution, that statistics about the adult entertainment industry are difficult to verify. There are no publicly traded companies subject to SEC disclosure rules, nor are there industry publications or industry trade associations that are viewed as reliable sources for industry data.
\end{footnotes}
video, MindGeek is essentially unknown, many of its subsidiary sites and brands—Pornhub, YouPorn, GayTube, Brazzers, Digital Playground, and many others—are famous and heavily trafficked. Cumulatively, these brands, plus a dizzying array of specialized channels and user-uploaded content (some of it pirated), have made MindGeek a principal player in an industry estimated to generate up to $97 billion in annual revenues globally. Most significantly, MindGeek is at the leading edge of the second digital disruption: a highly successful company that has married big data, mined from billions of views, to content aggregation, organization, and even creation.

In this Article we examine how streaming firms are using consumption data to reshape the media landscape and, in the process, are recasting the role of intellectual property rights and competition in our creative economy. We use the adult entertainment industry as our primary lens, but, as we will show, the techniques so effectively deployed there are increasingly apparent in the music, film, and television industries as well.

To understand the adult industry’s transformation in the second digital disruption, it is important to understand how the industry adapted to the first digital disruption. We first explain how the adult industry has continued to produce new content even as the rise of the internet led to the widespread availability of free pornography. That story is essential to understanding how MindGeek came to be so powerful. As with music in the early 2000s, the move to free content is an inescapable fact in the adult industry today. Once forced to surrepti-

---

19 Our discussion of MindGeek in this paper draws on previous journalistic accounts but also two long phone interviews with the CEO of MindGeek, Feras Antoon, as well as interviews with two individuals (Cathy Tsolakos and Kate Miller) who served as MindGeek’s Director of Corporate Communications during our research and writing of this Article, and with business people and lawyers in the adult industry who work with or compete with MindGeek. In addition, MindGeek shared with us an example of their script-writing, discussed below.


tiously purchase DVDs in dingy stores, consumers of adult material can now go to any of the websites owned by MindGeek (or its competitors) and easily find millions of clips organized in hundreds of categories. Much of this material is available for free, sometimes in violation of applicable copyrights. Yet, despite the ubiquity of free content, new pornography continues to be produced at a high rate.

While other content industries have turned to subscription models, the vast majority of adult entertainment customers are averse to paid subscriptions. And because adult industry firms have rarely relied on the legal system to enforce IP rights, free content has long been readily available. Learning to navigate and even leverage a world of free content was key to MindGeek’s success.

But this is not merely a story of how one creative industry has adapted to a technological revolution, as important as that phenomenon is for our understanding of innovation and intellectual property law. Even more significant is mapping how major digital distributors are leveraging this revolution to alter creative production. Both of the narratives about the adult industry we detail in this Article—the industry’s adaptation to piracy and its subsequent move toward data-driven creativity—have important implications for our understanding of the interplay between competition, innovation, and intellectual property rights.

In the sections that follow we make two principal arguments. First, the adult industry responded to the explosion of free content and piracy brought about by the first digital disruption by diversifying its outputs. Diversification is not new; it began when the industry first transitioned from showing films in theaters to videotapes, DVDs,

22 In interviews with us, MindGeek personnel repeatedly emphasized that the company responds expeditiously to requests to take down infringing content, as they are required to do under U.S. copyright law. See 17 U.S.C. § 512 (2012) (containing Copyright Act’s “notice and takedown” provisions); Telephone Interview with Feras Antoon, Chief Exec. Officer, MindGeek (May 27, 2014).


24 See Kal Raustiala & Christopher Sprigman, The Knockoff Economy 7 (2012) [hereinafter RAUSTIALA & SPRIGMAN, KNOCKOFF ECONOMY] (noting that copyright protection is not available or is not used in many creative industries such as fashion and comedy); Darling, supra note 23, at 201–27 (discussing generally the effect of widespread illicit online content distribution on the adult entertainment industry); see also Kal Raustiala & Christopher Jon Sprigman, When Are IP Rights Necessary? Evidence from Innovation in IP’s Negative Space, in 1 RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON THE ECONOMICS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW 309, 325, 327 (Ben Depoorter et al. eds., 2019) [hereinafter RAUSTIALA & SPRIGMAN, WHEN ARE IP RIGHTS NECESSARY] (arguing that IP rights are not necessary to incentivize content creation in many industries).
and, finally, to subscription-based websites. During these transitions filmed scenes remained the central product. But today, the role of filmed scenes has increasingly shifted from product to advertisement. The primary purpose of filmed clips is to attract customers to other sources of revenue, which (importantly) are themselves resistant to piracy.

The industry’s revised business model thus relies on the massive popularity of free pornography. Every day, there are likely to be at least 100 million pairs of eyes viewing adult material online. Many clips on the major sites have millions of views. This exposure helps to enlarge the class of consumers who choose to spend money on pornography and has permitted major sites, such as Pornhub and XVideos, to grow very large. And as the economic value of video has declined, other revenue sources, such as “camming,” custom videos, sexting for pay, and, as in the contemporary music business, merchandise, have moved to the fore. The more well-known a performer, the more lucrative these alternative revenue streams are.


26 Kate Darling, IP Without IP? A Study of the Online Adult Entertainment Industry, 17 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 709, 739–41 (2014) (noting that adult entertainment companies are increasingly moving towards business models focused on providing services and interactive content); see also SHIRA TARRANT, THE PORNOGRAPHY INDUSTRY: WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW 55–56 (2016). Live webcam shows, or cam sites, involve running a webcam, chatting with customers online, performing a variety of on-camera sex acts (usually solo), and going into private “rooms” when customers decide to pay for the performer’s time. Matt Richtel, Intimacy on the Web, with a Crowd, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 21, 2013), https://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/22/technology/intimacy-on-the-web-with-a-crowd.html (characterizing camming as “a kind of digital-era peep show” and noting its resistance to piracy).

27 Andy Campbell, Can Custom Porn Save a Flaccid Industry?, HUFFPOST (Jan. 17, 2014, 2:16 PM), https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/17/porn-industry-piracy-pay_n_4613642.html; Jon Ronson, Jon Ronson on Bespoke Porn: ‘Nothing Is Too Weird. We Consider All Requests,’ GUARDIAN (July 29, 2017, 5:00 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2017/jul/29/jon-ronson-bespoke-porn-nothing-is-too-weird-all-requests. While this is not a new phenomenon—Anaïs Nin wrote bespoke erotica for patrons back in the 1940s—it is far more prevalent today. See ANAÏS NIN, DELTA OF VENUS, at xvi (1977) (“At the time we were all writing erotic art at a dollar a page, I realized that for centuries we had had only one model for this literary genre—the writing of men. I was already conscious of a difference between the masculine and feminine treatment of sexual experience.”).


Free clips play a role in what is essentially a “freemium” model, by enabling performers to build individual brands that can be leveraged to generate other revenue streams.

Because these revenue streams are resistant to piracy—and in fact depend on extensive free content to work—they allow firms such as MindGeek to accrue huge libraries of streaming content and millions of daily visitors. Free content has thus encouraged consolidation, with a handful of major digital distributors at the core serving a massive audience of consumers. This transformation tees up our second argument: that mass streaming is altering the creative process.

The key, but underappreciated, feature of streaming is that as content flows out, data flows in. Enabled by fine-grained insights into consumer behavior, creators can increasingly tailor ads and even content to preferences. This is especially true for large firms, whose dominant role in content distribution gives them access to data that smaller rivals cannot replicate. One major result of the second digital disruption is greater returns to both scale (a firm’s absolute size) and scope (the variety of products a firm produces) in markets for creative work, and hence the likelihood of greater vertical and horizontal consolidation in those markets.

The goal of data-driven creativity is simple but powerful: Content producers deploy consumer data to lower the “risk of failure”—i.e., the risk that a particular work will be a bomb and not a blockbuster. And this in turn has important implications for what we term “the risk of success”: the risk that a hit will be copied by others. Intellectual property law exists to protect against this risk of success and to ensure that creators reap the full rewards of their creativity. But as the risk of failure goes down, the expected value of investment in new creativity goes up. Does copyright’s traditional justification as a spur to crea-

---

30 See Chris Anderson, Free! Why $0.00 Is the Future of Business, WIRED (Feb. 25, 2008, 12:00 PM), https://www.wired.com/2008/02/ff-free (introducing “freemium” concept where a basic service is offered free for the user with the aim of inducing the user to purchase more advanced or additional features).

31 See, e.g., Maheshwari, supra note 11.

32 Fashion is another form of creativity that is beginning to use data-driven creativity. See, e.g., Zoe Bernard, This MIT Grad Just Got Millions to Build an Entire Fashion Brand That’s Inspired by Algorithms, BUS. INSIDER INDIA (May 15, 2018), https://www.businessinsider.in/this-mit-grad-just-got-millions-to-build-an-entire-fashion-brand thats-inspired-by-algorithms/articleshow/64179463.cms (describing a fashion company that uses algorithms to analyze trending Instagram posts in order to develop new clothing designs); Alexandra Schwartz, Rent the Runway Wants to Lend You Your Look, NEW YORKER (Oct. 15, 2018), https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/22/rent-the-runway-wants-to-lend-you-your-look (“Rent the Runway’s chief merchant officer . . . told me that she worked with the designer Jason Wu to develop a collection of dresses data-tailored to her customers.”).
ativity retain the same traction in a world where the ability to gather and analyze massive amounts of data is a central criterion—perhaps, in the future, the central criterion—of creative success? The answer to this question has positive analytic implications: It can, for example, help explain why the adult industry continues to invest in new production in the face of extensive copying. It also has normative ones: The incentives rationale for strong intellectual property rights is diminished the more the risk of failure is reduced.

For years intellectual property theorists have described shifts away from the traditional authorial role, usually in terms of the increasing centrality of corporate and shared authorship. The advent of streaming and data mining adds a critical dimension. To be sure, reacting to or anticipating market preferences is not new. But data-driven creativity raises new questions about the meaning of “authorship.” We contrast the traditional lonely genius or “Promethean” conception of authorship with an emerging “Panoptian” model in which creativity emerges not from solitary expression but from the sophisticated analysis of collective preference.

The rationale for strong intellectual property rights may also be diminished if the rise of data-driven creativity leads to large platforms like MindGeek and Amazon becoming even larger. The access to data that these giant platforms enjoy may become a crucial competitive advantage and a barrier to the entry of new competitors. The centrality of data thus increases the tendency of these digital markets to consolidate. In such an instance, the market power of a dominant digital distributor might even effectively substitute for the market power granted by intellectual property protection.

We want to be clear that our claim is not that intellectual property protection becomes unnecessary in a world of ubiquitous data mining via widespread streaming. Data does not eliminate the risk of market failure. The risk of copying by others still justifies some legal protection even if producers are in a much better position to anticipate what consumers want. The key question is how much protection is needed and how the law should adapt to this new competitive terrain.

In Part I of this Article we ground our inquiry by briefly examining the history of our core case, the adult industry, and its dramatic transformation in the wake of the first digital disruption. Part II details how the industry has reacted to the advent of free streaming

---

33 For an excellent overview, see Jessica Litman, What We Don’t See When We See Copyright as Property, 77 CAMBRIDGE L.J. 536 (2018).
34 See infra Section III.C.
and explains how both traditional and new forms of content continue to be produced. In Part III we expand our focus to show how a wide variety of content industries are following a similar path and beginning to exploit the data that flows from streaming. This Part, which is the core of the Article, explores how the enormous increase in both data capture and data analytics by firms such as MindGeek, Amazon, and Netflix is leading to a creative process which is more interactive and deliberately targeted. This Part then assesses what the second digital disruption means for our conventional theories of intellectual property and our understanding of the interplay of intellectual property, competition, and innovation in contemporary markets for creative work.

I

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT AND THE RISE OF DIGITAL CONTENT

While it is impossible to date the birth of pornography, its roots are undoubtedly ancient. Cave paintings and carved “Venus” figures depicting sexualized female forms date back at least 35,000 years.35 The 3000-year-old Kangjia shimenjí Petroglyphs, bas-relief carvings in a rock formation in the Xinjiang region of northwest China, include the earliest known depictions of copulation.36 The Roman ruins at Pompeii are famously replete with graphic sexual imagery,37 as too are centuries-old Japanese shunga prints.38 Adult content, in short, is nothing new. But only with the development of the camera and then the motion picture did adult entertainment begin to take the forms we associate with the term “pornography” today.39 And only in the last


39 In 1896, a film called Le Coucher de la Mariée showed a woman performing a striptease. This is generally considered the first pornographic film in existence. Only the opening part of the film survives. JONATHAN M. FARLOW, I’VE SEEN IT ALL AT THE LIBRARY: THE VIEW FROM BEHIND THE DESK 87 (2015); LE COUCHER DE LA MARIÉE (Pathé Frères 1896).
few decades was pornography recognized as a form of creative work protected by copyright law.\textsuperscript{40}

For much of the twentieth century, the industry’s relationship with the law was largely antagonistic.\textsuperscript{41} Pornography’s copyrightability was contested at best, and there is little evidence that the early producers and distributors aggressively deployed IP rights to protect their creations. This is not surprising: Producers often worked underground, and obscenity convictions were an ever-present threat.\textsuperscript{42} The First Amendment offered little shelter. The Supreme Court’s 1957 decision in \textit{Roth v. United States} had made clear what most had assumed: Material deemed obscene was not constitutionally protected.\textsuperscript{43} In 1979, however, in the wake of the 1970s wave of “porno chic”\textsuperscript{44} epitomized by the huge commercial success of films such as \textit{Deep Throat}, the Fifth Circuit issued a ruling that became a landmark for the industry. In \textit{Mitchell Bros. Film Group v. Cinema Adult Theater}, the court held that pornographic films were not per se barred from copyright protection.\textsuperscript{45}

\textsuperscript{40} We take no stance in this Article on whether pornography is properly understood as a creative art form or is one that copyright law ought to protect. As we describe below, these questions were live for most of American history, but today, absent a few rare cases, pornographic film is treated much the same as mainstream film for purposes of intellectual property law.

\textsuperscript{41} Pornography is relatively little studied in the law in part because it is a controversial subject. People hold a range of views on the morality of pornography, its effect on gender relations and on children, its relationship to sexual trafficking, and a range of other issues related to pornography’s role in society. We are aware of these important debates, but this Article does not engage with them. Our focus here is on a largely novel set of intellectual property issues: on the industry’s innovation incentives and on what recent trends here and in various related industries suggest about the nature of authorship and the theoretical underpinnings of copyright law.


\textsuperscript{43} 354 U.S. 476, 484–85 (1957); cf. \textit{Jartech, Inc. v. Clancy}, 666 F.2d 403, 406 (9th Cir. 1982) (stating, in the context of copyright infringement of a pornographic film, that “[p]ragmatism further compels a rejection of an obscenity defense” because “obscenity is a community standard which may vary to the extent that controls thereof may be dropped by a state altogether”); \textit{Nova Prods., Inc. v. Kisma Video, Inc.}, No. 02 Civ. 3850(HB), 02 Civ. 6277(HB), 03 Civ. 3379(HB), 2004 WL 2754685, at *2–3 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 1, 2004) (first citing \textit{Jartech, Inc.}, 666 F.2d 403; then citing \textit{Mitchell Bros. Film Grp. v. Cinema Adult Theater}, 604 F.2d 852 (5th Cir. 1979)) (holding that the question of whether particular pornographic films are “obscene” is one of fact for the jury, and that, even were the films deemed to be obscene, it would not prevent their protection under a valid copyright).

\textsuperscript{44} In this era pornographic films were widely shown in theaters and influenced popular culture, as with the film \textit{Deep Throat}. See, e.g., King, \textit{supra} note 42 (discussing the cultural impact of several popular porno chic-era films such as \textit{Deep Throat}). The tail end of this era is depicted in Paul Thomas Anderson’s 1997 film \textit{Boogie Nights}. \textit{Boogie Nights} (New Line Cinema 1997).

\textsuperscript{45} 604 F.2d 852, 865 (5th Cir. 1979).
Mitchell Bros. originated as a copyright infringement suit involving a 1972 film titled Behind the Green Door.\textsuperscript{46} Behind the Green Door was a full-length film reviewed in the mainstream media and is today seen as a product of pornography’s so-called golden age.\textsuperscript{47} The defendants, who had screened a pirated copy in a theater, successfully asserted in their defense that the film lacked a valid copyright because it was obscene. The Fifth Circuit reversed, noting that Congress had not included any statutory bar to copyright based on obscenity. In the Fifth Circuit’s words,

In the present case the copyright holders’ actions are not inconsistent with any policy of the copyright laws. The infringers’ attempt to immunize their illegal acts by wrapping themselves in the mantle of a “public injury” caused by plaintiffs is antithetical to the purpose of these laws. The effort cannot be sustained.\textsuperscript{48}

Reflecting the rapidly evolving sexual mores of the time as well as the increasingly long and elaborate form that pornographic films took, Mitchell Bros. normalized adult entertainment and allowed a pornographic film to be, for intellectual property purposes at least, treated the same as any other film. Since Mitchell Bros., adult films have received broadly comparable copyright treatment to conventional films, although in isolated instances courts have continued to question whether and to what extent copyright protects pornography.\textsuperscript{49}

\textsuperscript{46} Id. at 854.
\textsuperscript{47} On this “golden age,” see Tarrant, supra note 26, at 22.
\textsuperscript{48} Mitchell Bros., 604 F.2d at 865.
\textsuperscript{49} See, e.g., Devils Films, Inc. v. Nectar Video, 29 F. Supp. 2d 174, 175–77 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (refusing to exercise its equitable powers to issue a preliminary injunction against infringement of pornographic films and commit the resources of the United States Marshals Service to support the operation of plaintiff’s pornography business, holding that the films were “obscene” and illegally distributed through interstate commerce). For decades, the adult entertainment industry also faced the threat of criminal prosecution under “pandering” laws that were aimed at those who facilitated prostitution. The most important pandering prosecutions were centered in California, where a large share of pornography was produced. For example, in People v. Fixler, 56 Cal. App. 3d 321, 325–27 (1976), and People ex rel. Van de Kamp v. American Art Enterprises, 75 Cal. App. 3d 523, 541–52 (1977), the California Court of Appeal held that photographers of nude models violated pandering statutes. In both instances, the non-participation of the photographers (and other defendants) in the sexual acts themselves was not a bar to successful conviction; instead, the mere payment made to performers for their sexual activity was upheld as sufficient to support the convictions. Similar reasoning was applied by the Supreme Court of New York in People v. Kovner, 409 N.Y.S.2d 349, 352 (Sup. Ct. 1978), which held that the state’s broad power to regulate social evils like prostitution and pornography allowed it to convict pornographers despite their lack of physical interaction with the performers themselves. Pandering prosecutions were largely blunted by the ruling of the Supreme Court of California in People v. Freeman, 46 Cal. 3d 419 (1988). In Freeman, the court held that a pornography producer could not be convicted of pandering because that charge implicitly required (1) payment for sexual acts which led to (2) sexual gratification of the payor. Id. at 424–25. The court further held that no prostitution charge could be upheld for
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Over the subsequent decades the adult industry boomed, in part because it proved to be very adept at leveraging new technologies. The industry was an early adopter of distribution via home video—indeed, some say that the porn industry’s adoption of the VHS format was the deciding factor that vanquished its rival, Betamax.\(^{50}\) The adult industry was also among the first to move from distribution on videotape to DVDs, then to online downloads, and finally to streaming.\(^{51}\) But the uncertain legal foundations of pornographic content had lasting effects, and industry players remained wary for a very long time of asserting copyright aggressively.

The embrace of new technologies allowed the audience for adult entertainment to steadily expand.\(^{52}\) When viewing pornography required going to a theater or a peepshow, the market was unsurprisingly limited. With the wide distribution of home video in the late 1970s and early 1980s, adult films were suddenly consumable in private.\(^{53}\) Nonetheless, even in the video and DVD era, many people would not risk the personal embarrassment of buying or renting at a store.\(^{54}\) This constraint was mitigated with the rise, first, of online downloads and then, following the ubiquity of home broadband access, high-definition video streaming.\(^{55}\)

The watershed was the debut of YouTube in 2005.\(^{56}\) YouTube was soon followed by the creation of Pornhub and XVideos,\(^{57}\) both of which took the YouTube model of user-uploaded content—and the

---

the production of non-obscene pornography without violating the First Amendment. Id. at 425. The Freeman court’s reasoning has been widely followed outside California. See, e.g., State v. Theriault, 960 A.2d 687, 692 (N.H. 2008) (paying to videotape the sexual acts of others that was not intended to sexually gratify the payor was not pandering).


\(^{51}\) Harry Tucker, Whether We Like It or Not, Porn Rules Our Lives and Has Changed the Way We Live, This Is How, NEWS.COM.AU (Jan. 18, 2015, 5:24 AM), https://www.news.com.au/technology/online/social/whether-we-like-it-or-not-porn-rules-our-lives-and-has-changed-the-way-we-live-this-is-how/news-story/2735d8b8b5c72246db3f8ef06c9364b2 (explaining the interaction between adult industry and technology).

\(^{52}\) On technology and pornography generally, see TARRANT, supra note 26, at 15–27, which discusses how changes in technology such as home video and digital distribution have made pornography more widely available.

\(^{53}\) Id. at 23–24.

\(^{54}\) Id. at 24–25.

\(^{55}\) Id.


safe-harbor provisions in U.S. copyright law that protect online service providers that host user-uploaded content—\(^{58}\)—and expanded it into the adult realm. As streaming high-quality video became technically viable, and broadband internet access spread throughout the world, the consumption of adult material has moved almost entirely online. Indeed, as of July 14, 2019, Pornhub and XVideos were respectively the twenty-eighth and forty-fifth most popular websites in the world by traffic.\(^{59}\) The impact on the industry was rapid—and much like the story of the music industry just a few years earlier. As the New York Times reported in 2007, as the first “porntube” sites were gaining market share,

The Internet was supposed to be a tremendous boon for the pornography industry, creating a global market of images and videos accessible from the privacy of a home computer. For a time it worked, with wider distribution and social acceptance driving a steady increase in sales. But now the established pornography business is in decline—and the Internet is being held responsible. The online availability of free or low-cost photos and videos has begun to take a fierce toll on sales of X-rated DVDs.\(^{60}\)

In the intervening decade, this decline has only accelerated. Today, adult DVD sales are a tiny fraction of what they once were.\(^{61}\) And revenues for the traditional producers of recorded content have fallen, by some estimates (likely overblown) by up to eighty percent.\(^{62}\) At the same time, however, streaming viewership has grown to enormous levels:

It’s impossible to ignore the top-level stat: that Pornhub averaged 81 million visitors per day (28.5 billion visitors for the year), with 24.7 billion searches performed. That’s 50,000 searches per minute, 800

---

\(^{58}\) See 17 U.S.C. § 512 (2012) (establishing immunity, subject to certain conditions, for websites hosting infringing content uploaded by users).


\(^{60}\) Matt Richtel, For Pornographers, Internet’s Virtues Turn to Vices, N.Y. TIMES (June 2, 2007), https://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/02/technology/02porn.html.

\(^{61}\) Telephone Interview with Feras Antoon, supra note 22; Interview with Adam Grayson, Chief Fin. Officer, Evil Angel, in Sherman Oaks, Cal. (Nov. 3, 2017).

\(^{62}\) Things Are Looking Up in America’s Porn Industry, supra note 20; see also Ej Dickson, When Porn Stars Become Escorts: Lucrative New Trend Could Also Be Risky, SALON (Feb. 24, 2014, 5:00 AM), https://www.salon.com/2014/02/24/when_porn_stars_become_escort_lucrative_new_trend_could_also_be_risky (pointing to numerous changes in the industry, including “the advent of digital piracy . . . driv[ing] performers’ rates down”); David Moye, Porn Industry in Decline: Insiders Adapt to Piracy, Waning DVD Sales (NSFW), HUFFINGTON POST (Jan. 19, 2013, 12:42 PM), https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/19/porn-industry-in-decline_n_2460799.html (explaining the porn industry has “gone limp” because more people are watching porn over the internet for free).
per second. The global community was active as well, with over four million videos totaling 595,492 hours uploaded. If you were to watch that much porn in a continuous fashion, your eyes would be locked onto the screen for 68 years.63

The advent of digital streaming opened the way for a dramatic reorganization of the industry. For nearly all its history the adult industry has been composed of relatively small players. There are currently no publicly traded pornography firms64 and even the largest well-known adult brands—Playboy Enterprises, Hustler, Vivid—are very small compared to their Hollywood or recording industry counterparts. Playboy, probably the best known, had revenues in 2018 of only $90 million.65 By comparison, Sony Pictures had revenues of $9 billion in the 2017–2018 financial year.66 The vast majority of production firms were and remain tiny.

But not all. MindGeek is completely different.

**Figure 1: MindGeek by the Numbers**67

---


65 *Id.*


67 *MindGeek*, *supra* note 18.
MindGeek is both a pornography producer and a technology company claiming to employ over 400 engineers and software programmers on its 1,000-person team.\footnote{Telephone Interview with Feras Antoon, supra note 22.} MindGeek’s early porntube sites (Pornhub and YouPorn) were not the only sites featuring adult content in a YouTube-like format; XVideos remains one of the world’s most popular and its parent company, WGCZ Holdings, is one of the biggest players in adult entertainment.\footnote{See The Top 500 Sites on the Web, supra note 59 (Alexa rank forty-five). WGCZ is quite secretive and little is clear about its ownership structure. See Company Overview of WGCZ Ltd S.R.O., BLOOMBERG, https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=570423463 (last visited July 16, 2019).} But the impact of these new streaming sites was dramatic. Consumers quickly flocked in, and the industry shook out. MindGeek expanded, buying a number of porn producers, including Reality Kings and Twistys, as well as porntube sites GayTube, RedTube, and SexTube.\footnote{John Sanford, Manwin Acquires Reality Kings, XBIZ (Sept. 10, 2012, 12:15 PM), https://www.xbiz.com/news/153764/manwin-acquires-reality-kings; The Butterfly Effect Ep. I: A Nondescript Building in Montreal, AUDIBLE (Nov. 3, 2017), https://tunein.com/podcasts/Media—Entertainment-Podcasts/The-Butterfly-Effect-with-Jon-Ronson-p1015037.} By 2014, MindGeek’s power in the industry had so solidified that \textit{Slate} ran a story declaring, \footnote{David Auerbach, Vampire Porn, S\textsc{LATE} (Oct. 23, 2014, 4:36 PM), http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2014/10/mindgeek_porn_monopoly_its_dominance_is_a_cautionary_tale_for_other_industries.html. MindGeek challenged some of the statistics and characterizations in the \textit{Slate} story. E-mail from Kate Miller, Manager of Corp. Commc’ns, MindGeek, to Author (May 27, 2019) (on file with author).} 

\textquote{MindGeek is} \textit{the} porn provider. MindGeek has become the porn monopoly, putting industry members in the paradoxical position of working for the very company that profits from the piracy of their work. The MindGeek hydra exerts so much force that people in the online-porn industry are scared to talk about it for fear of blacklisting.\footnote{Interviews with Anonymous Attendees at the XBIZ Convention, in Los Angeles, Cal. (Jan. 2017, Jan. 2018).} Although the term “monopoly” is almost certainly an overstatement, there is no question MindGeek is a particularly powerful firm. Some in the adult industry maintain that MindGeek used online piracy as a weapon, using its tube sites to flood the market with pirated content and then snapping up producers whose businesses had been devalued by the onslaught of free content.\footnote{See Chris Morran, Court Orders Pornhub to Identify Potentially Thousands of Users, CONSUMERIST (Apr. 7, 2017, 12:54 PM), https://consumerist.com/2017/04/07/court-orders-} Whether this story is true is not clear, but it is undisputed that MindGeek, like virtually all sites that allow user-uploaded content, at times distributes pirated material.\footnote{It}
shelters itself from copyright liability by complying with the notice and takedown provisions of section 512 of the Copyright Act,\textsuperscript{74} which gives online service providers immunity from secondary liability for infringing content posted by users.\textsuperscript{75}

In short, MindGeek, and firms like it, have constructed a business model that is not merely resistant to piracy but, at times, leverages it. MindGeek’s sites, such as Pornhub, inevitably feature pirated content.\textsuperscript{76} But they also feature a huge amount of content that is posted by producers, who offer teaser clips in the hope of converting a small percentage of the massive number of casual viewers into paying subscribers. It may be that piracy and free content not only transformed the adult entertainment industry but now help fuel it. That development has two facets, which we detail in Part II below.

\section*{II
Adapting to the First Digital Disruption}

The adult industry’s adaptation to the first digital disruption is an important story about industrial change. It is essential to understanding how MindGeek grew to be so successful. And it gives us a chance to think afresh about how creative industries are impacted when technology transforms established business models. The onset of the second digital disruption also spurs us to rethink some fundamental features of intellectual property theory and doctrine. Copyright is traditionally justified as necessary to protect investments in the production of creative works. If others are simply free to copy original works, then originators will find it impossible to recover their invest-
ments. If you want creativity, the story goes, you have to stop copying.\footnote{See generally Christopher Jon Sprigman, Copyright and Creative Incentives: What We Know (and Don’t), 55 Hous. L. Rev. 451 (2017) (reviewing empirical findings and assessing strength of evidence for orthodox justification for copyright protection).}

Yet this has not been the case in the adult industry. Widespread copying and ubiquitous free content have not killed the production of pornography. In the face of the first digital disruption\footnote{See supra notes 56–66 and accompanying text.} forms of adult content have diversified, new revenue streams have arisen, and the industry has consolidated. These changes have major implications for both intellectual property and our understanding of the interplay of competition and innovation in markets for creative content.\footnote{See infra Part III.} Despite all these changes, new content continues to be produced at a high rate.\footnote{It is difficult to assess how much content is produced in comparison to the pre-tubesite era since reliable statistics do not exist. In some interviews, industry participants suggested that production may be half of what it was a decade ago. See, e.g., Interview with Adam Grayson, supra note 61. But this may reflect their circle of producers, and, especially as production has diversified in location (in part due to laws passed in Los Angeles, the traditional home of the industry, related to condom use), these anecdotal assessments may be even less reliable than is ordinarily the case. See, e.g., Katrina Forrester, Making Sense of Modern Pornography, New Yorker (Sept. 26, 2016), https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/09/26/making-sense-of-modern-pornography.}

Pornography is far from an outlier in this regard. As recent scholarship exploring many other creative industries has shown, intellectual property rights are often neither as central to innovation incentives as commonly believed nor the only available means to constrain copying.\footnote{Aaron Perzanowski & Kate Darling, Introduction to Creativity Without Law: Challenging the Assumptions of Intellectual Property, supra note 23, at 1, 1–2; Raustiala & Sprigman, When Are IP Rights Necessary, supra note 24, at 327.} Fashion designs get knocked off regularly, and for the most part, knockoffs are perfectly legal in the United States.\footnote{Kal Raustiala & Christopher Sprigman, The Piracy Paradox: Innovation and Intellectual Property in Fashion Design, 92 Va. L. Rev. 1687, 1696 (2006). But see id. at 1691 ("Fashion firms take significant, costly steps to protect the value of their trademarked brands, but they largely appear to accept appropriation of designs as a fact of life.").} Nonetheless the fashion industry is vibrantly creative, continuing to produce new designs rapidly.\footnote{Id. at 1689.} Chefs have no copyright protection over either their recipes or their “built food,” yet cuisine in America keeps getting more varied and more innovative.\footnote{Raustiala & Sprigman, Knockoff Economy, supra note 24, at 9; Christopher J. Buccafusco, On the Legal Consequences of Sauces: Should Thomas Keller’s Recipes Be Per Se Copyrightable?, 24 Cardozo Arts & Ent. L.J. 1121, 1122 (2007).} These significant cases, and
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others, call into question the assumed relationship between intellectual property and intellectual production. While intellectual property rights are often important spurs to innovation and creativity, the relationship is not a necessary one.

From the perspective of the balance between consumer and producer interests, the new regime in the adult entertainment industry looks like what one would expect from the introduction of greater competition. Producer surplus (at least for producers engaged in producing the traditional forms of pornographic content) appears to have fallen. Consumer surplus has at least arguably risen. It is undeniable, given the massive amount of internet traffic devoted to pornography, that consumer demand remains very high. Historically, pornography thrived without the incentive effects of intellectual property protection, and it continues to thrive in the face of abundant free content.

In what follows we break out some of the major adaptations the industry has undergone in the wake of the move to digital distribution.

A. The Decline of the Pornographic Feature

The advent of widespread digital piracy and free content helped usher out the feature film as the adult industry’s flagship product. But, looking back on the pre-streaming era, one is led to wonder why the feature film was ever the industry’s focus. For most consumers a brief clip is sufficient (indeed, the average time a Pornhub viewer stays on the site in the United States is ten minutes and thirty-three seconds). It was the first digital disruption, and the piracy it engendered, that provided the external shock that decisively moved the

---

85 See generally Rauhala & Springman, Knockoff Economy, supra note 24 (discussing industries such as fashion, databases, and comedy where IP laws don’t apply (or are not utilized), but innovation remains frequent).

86 Piracy is “competition,” but it is a form generally disfavored by the law on the theory (articulated above) that, absent strong protection against copying, creators will not invest sufficiently in new content and therefore content production will dry up. As the adult industry’s trajectory shows, this has not happened to any appreciable degree, though precisely how much production volume or quality has been impacted by piracy is difficult to measure in the absence of good statistics.

87 This last observation is, of course, controversial. Is access to more pornography, and more pornography that is more closely tailored to consumer preferences, a gain in consumer welfare? For ordinary goods the answer is generally assumed to be yes. We take no position in this Article on the merits of more or cheaper or more diverse or more innovative pornography, though we recognize many would consider the advent of cheaper, more readily accessible pornography to be a harmful development.

88 Forrester, supra note 80.

89 2017 Year in Review, supra note 25. This varies, according to Pornhub data, geographically. The average Pornhub viewer in Russia, for example, stays on the site for an average of seven minutes and forty-one seconds. Id.
industry from the feature film to the (usually) much shorter scene or clip. In other words, it was piracy that forced the industry to match its production to actual consumer demand.\footnote{We note that early pornographic films, shown in coin-operated booths in places like New York’s 42nd Street, were often short. But we lack good data on how short. The rise of the feature adult film was probably a result of envy of Hollywood and a desire to ape and mimic the form and the style of films made on the other side of the Santa Monica Mountains. It may have worked for a model of distribution based on theaters (no one goes to a theater for ten minutes) but much less well for home viewing.}

In this sense what the first digital disruption produced in the adult industry is analogous to an important shift in the music industry. For decades, record labels supplied a thriving market in “singles”—i.e., in seven-inch, forty-five rpm vinyl records. But the album grew dominant in the 1970s, and by the mid-1980s the single was starting to disappear from record stores.\footnote{Jon Pareles, ‘45’ Single Record: A Disk in Decline, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 30, 1986), http://www.nytimes.com/1986/10/30/arts/45-single-record-a-disk-in-decline.html.} The reasons for the decline of this market were complicated, but one important factor was that singles, which typically listed for $1.99 and often sold for less, were not (at least from the perspective of record labels and music retailers) an efficient use of limited space in record stores and were therefore not very profitable for record companies.\footnote{Id.} Music piracy brought back the single with a vengeance. It took the music industry five years to accept that consumption had moved (irretrievably) online and back to singles and to license Apple to distribute music downloads—which consumers purchased mostly in the form of $0.99 singles. The industry never looked back, and now many artists release tracks piecemeal rather than releasing bundles of songs arranged as an “album.”\footnote{Ashley Rodriguez, Unless You’re Adele, You Have No Business Releasing Album Tracks All at Once, QUARTZ (Nov. 3, 2015), https://qz.com/536000/unless-youre-adele-you-have-no-business-releasing-album-tracks-all-at-once.}

And just as recorded music has become a form of promotion for the real moneymaker for many musical acts—the live show\footnote{Amy X. Wang, How Musicians Make Money—or Don’t at All—in 2018, ROLLING STONE (Aug. 8, 2018, 10:21 AM), https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-features/how-musicians-make-money-or-dont-at-all-in-2018-706745 (“Live events are quickly shaping up to be the most lucrative space for musicians in the digital-music era, and for good reason: As listeners become inundated with cheap access to music provided by streaming services, dedicated music fans crave more intimate experiences with their favorite artists.”).}—so too has traditional pornographic content (often re-formatted into shorter video clips) come to serve more as an advertisement for other services than as a money-making product in itself. In today’s adult entertainment industry, short clips continue to be produced in part because the
massive traffic to tube sites yields substantial ad revenues.95 This is true for individuals as well as for firms; MindGeek alone has over 100,000 models in its Pornhub Model Program, which allows independent performers to generate ad revenues off their uploads.96 More importantly, the ubiquity of free streaming clips helps to drive three new revenue sources: camming, customs, and social media subscriptions. And, paradoxically, free video clips help also to maintain a viable business in subscription sites and even à la carte purchasing of clips.

B. Camming

In a 2014 article, Kate Darling documented the rise of the so-called “cam girls”—women (and men) who produce live adult performances using webcams.97 Clients pay to watch these performances and to interact with the performers. Among the ways porntube sites make money is by inducing casual visitors who consume free online clips to become paying customers of cam rooms.

Camming is a big and fast-growing part of the industry. As one adult industry watcher noted, “The rise of webcamming has been a game changer.”98 Leading cam site LiveJasmin ranks as the thirty-seventh most popular site in the United States and thirty-second globally,99 and other popular cam sites like CamSoda and Chaturbate also have very heavy usage.100 Most popular camming websites encourage visitors to purchase tokens that are used to tip performers during cam sessions.101 “Tip” is often a euphemism for the purchase of a partic-

95 There is virtually no reliable industry data for the adult industry, and so it is difficult to measure ad revenues, though interviews with industry participants suggest they are substantial, a characterization supported by the astonishing volume of traffic to the top porntube sites. TARRANT, supra note 26, at 42–44; Interview with Colin Rowntree, Chief Exec. Officer and Founder, Wasteland.com, and Chauntelle Tibbals, Sociologist, in West Hollywood, Cal. (Jan. 15, 2015).
96 E-mail from Kate Miller, Manager of Corp. Commc’ns, MindGeek, to author (May 24, 2019) (on file with author).
97 Darling, supra note 26, at 751.
101 Richtel, supra note 26.
ular sexual performance. Customers can also use tokens to buy private shows. In 2013, the New York Times reported that camming brings in around $1 billion in annual revenue, a figure which has doubtlessly grown substantially since.

The revenue stream that camming produces for performers is resistant to piracy for much the same reason that live music performances are—even if recordings are made, they are far from a perfect substitute for the live experience. Typically, cam performers work with a studio that takes a cut (perhaps 30% to 50%) but handles web traffic, technology set-up, and advertising. As one performer explained in a recent article, the revenue from camming varies but can be anywhere from $5 to $8 a minute, and $200 to $800 a day. The technological needs are simple—an internet connection and a way to take payment.

C. Customs

“Customs” is the term used within the industry for bespoke pornography. This is not a new form of production: In the 1940s, Anaïs Nin wrote custom erotic literature for a man she referred to as “the Collector.” But contemporary customs, ordered and delivered over the internet through sites like Customs4U.com and iwantclips.com, are on an entirely different scale (in terms of revenue if not quality) than any historical form of bespoke pornography. The customs websites are built around interfaces that allow customers to choose among performers and to specify genre, video format, and picture resolution. If a performer accepts a customer’s order, the performer will produce a custom video within an agreed-upon time frame and upload

---

102 Id.
103 Id.
104 Id.
105 Id.; see also Interviews with Anonymous Attendees at the XBIZ Convention, supra note 72.
107 Payment processing is a huge part of the adult business. Credit card companies and their rules are often noted as one of the key barriers in the industry. As one recent panelist stated at XBIZ, an industry conclave in Los Angeles, “the most powerful players in our industry are Visa and Mastercard.” Lena Paul, Remarks at XBIZ 2019: Revenue Streams: Dollars from Diversity (Jan. 15, 2019).
109 See Ej Dickson, Customs4U Is Like Build-A-Bear, but with Porn, DAILY DOT (Mar. 17, 2014, 3:18 PM), https://www.dailydot.com/debug/porn-customs4u-sex (“Customs4U lets you order personalized porn videos that are tailored precisely to your tastes, from the
it to the site.\textsuperscript{110} The customer can usually view the video on the site or download a single copy. Typically, the performer retains copyright in the video.\textsuperscript{111}

According to the adult industry’s Free Speech Coalition, “over 75 percent of industry models are now creating and getting paid for their own content, including social media, cam shows, and – the new forefront – bespoke videos.”\textsuperscript{112} The growth of customs is a direct result of two trends enabled by the same technologies that facilitate streaming and camming. First, digital technologies make the production, marketing, and distribution of pornography much cheaper.\textsuperscript{113} As production costs fall, a customs market becomes economically viable. Second, the proliferation of free pornography has massively expanded the audience for adult content. Most people who consume free pornography are casual consumers, and remain so. But the ubiquity of free content creates a relatively small but absolutely large number of consumers who become aficionados. Some of these people are willing to spend hundreds or even thousands of dollars to purchase a personalized adult video tailored to their individual taste.

\textbf{D. Subscription Sites and à la Carte Purchase of Clips}

As the wide availability of free content has drawn millions of eyes to tube sites, an increasing number of producers have begun to post their own free clips to those sites in the hope of attracting a small percentage of the tubes’ massive audience to their subscription sites and converting them into paying customers.\textsuperscript{114} As with customs, the subscription sites seek to take advantage of both the expansion of the audience that free content has provoked and also the desire among

\textsuperscript{110} Dickson, \textit{supra} note 109.

\textsuperscript{111} See, e.g., \textit{Performer Terms and Conditions (T&C), Customs4U, https://customs4u.com/terms-performer.html} (last updated Apr. 30, 2017) (“You [the performer] retain copyright of the content you upload or stream via live services.”); \textit{Terms & Conditions for Customers, Customs4U, https://customs4u.com/terms-customer.html} (last updated Apr. 30, 2017) (“Performers retain the sole copyrights on any content they upload to Customs4U. It is therefore illegal for a customer to re-distribute or re-sell any content downloaded from Customs4U without the express consent of the intellectual copyright owner.”).


\textsuperscript{113} Digital technologies help lower the costs of distribution (there is no physical storage or shipment) but also production, since traditional porn shoots required extensive staff. \textit{See, e.g., Tarrant, \textit{supra} note 26, at 39–42 (describing cost structure).}

\textsuperscript{114} \textit{See Pornhub Network Content Partner Program, Pornhub, https://www.pornhub.com/partners/cpp} (last visited July 20, 2019) (explaining Pornhub’s content partner program, which allows producers to post authorized content).
some consumers of free pornography for a better product. In particular, many of the subscription sites also hope to profit from the enormous heterogeneity in tastes among consumers. For that reason, many producers with paysites focus on offering content within a narrow niche—by, for example, producing pornography with a focus on a consistent aesthetic or fetish.\footnote{115}

Paysites attract a tiny percentage of an enormous market. For subscribers, they may seek (and get) some mix of higher resolution, more complete libraries of particular actors, and freedom from ads (as on YouTube and many other legitimate sites, ads often precede films on tube sites).

The tremendous heterogeneity of demand among consumers also drives continued demand on sites that offer clips for sale à la carte. A prominent example is clips4sale.com. The site’s homepage consists of a listing of hundreds of niches, arranged alphabetically. Here are a few of the less sexually overt niches drawn just from the A’s: “Abused Shoes (8322 clips),” “Age Regression (3081 clips),” “Aliens & Monsters (5442 clips),” “Apron Fetish (868 clips),” and “Armwrestling (2579 clips).” Producers selling clips through the service are free to set their own price; clips4sale.com provides a “marketplace,” in much the same way that eBay does, by providing hosting, a search feature, and billing and payment processing.

E. Merchandise, Sexting, Dancing

In the past, adult performers had little direct contact with fans. Today, many aggressively leverage social media platforms to build their brand and engage directly with fans. At least thirty-five adult film actors have over one million followers on Instagram.\footnote{116} Many have similar numbers on Twitter and Snapchat.\footnote{117} Social media is not only a pathway to connect with fans; it has become a revenue stream itself. Top stars charge monthly subscription fees for access to private Snapchat and Instagram accounts that feature special photos and short clips.\footnote{118} OnlyFans, for instance, manages social media accounts that include subscriptions (with a minimum monthly charge of $4.99) as well as “paid private messages,” in which performers charge for

\footnote{115 Interviews with Anonymous Attendees at the XBIZ Convention, supra note 72.}
\footnote{117 See Top Twitter Porn Stars, FAME REGISTRY, http://www.fameregistry.com/top-twitter-porn-stars (last updated Feb. 22, 2019) (showing at least thirty actors having over 500,000 followers on Twitter).}
personalized messages (often with personalized media content), and “tips,” which are basically monetary gifts to performers.119

Social media followers may also purchase items from, or provide gifts to, their favorite performers. Items for sale can include fetish-like objects, such as clothing worn by the performer, but also t-shirts, lingerie, and other personal effects.120 Major stars also endorse products, such as sex toys. Fleshlight, which manufacturers sex toys for men, has dozens of products endorsed by, and often directly modeled after, adult film actors.121 While endorsements like these are limited to a select few stars (in this sense the endorsement market mimics the superstar economy observed in so many other contemporary markets122), direct sales, worn clothing, autographs, and other merchandise merely require a set of committed fans. Many performers also make appearances as featured dancers at strip clubs, where fans will come out to see their favorite performers. Such appearances reportedly can net upwards of $2000 a night.123 Anecdotally, some performers also engage in escorting.124

F. Adapting to a New World

These revenue-generating activities all share a few key features. They cannot be digitized or streamed or otherwise readily shared in contravention of intellectual property laws. To be sure, some have intellectual property dimensions to them; sex toys, for instance, may be eligible for utility or design patents, be marketed using trademarks, and may even implicate state law rights of publicity. But the key fea-

122 See generally Sherwin Rosen, The Economics of Superstars, 71 AM. ECON. REV. 845 (1981) (containing the seminal analysis of the distinct economic trends applicable to the small number of people who dominate their respective activities).
124 See Dickson, supra note 62.
ture is that they all raise revenue not from the traditional core of adult entertainment—the (copyrightable) film—but instead depend on exposure and fame. And exposure and fame in turn derive from, or are enhanced by, the existence of abundant free content. The greater the fame of a performer, the greater the likelihood a fan will want to buy an item, subscribe to a private Snapchat account, visit a strip club, or otherwise spend money that flows directly to a performer. For this reason, the flood of free, searchable online content is not merely lost sales of DVDs or clips: It is a powerful advertising service that allows some performers to build reputations and access these alternative revenue sources.

The bottom line is that the abundant free content enabled by the first digital disruption destroyed one business model but ushered in many others. The porn feature film has largely been superseded by the short, streamed clip. The clips may earn money but function principally as advertisements for other services. Subscription services and à la carte clip purchase sites cater to consumers who seek niche content. Many producers of adult content now take advantage of falling production and distribution costs (costs that have been reduced by the same technologies that facilitate piracy and digitization) to produce huge numbers of clips catering to every imaginable sexual taste. Some of these producers of paid content post teasers on sites such as Pornhub and XVideos in the hope of netting paying customers from the huge audience that free content on the porntube sites has helped create. Revenues may come from banner ads or from click-throughs to sites offering services, like cams and live chats, that cannot easily be copied.

Over time, the pornography business is likely to become more diversified, progressively lower-margin, and increasingly competitive. The wages of producers and performers—at least those involved in producing recorded clips—appear to have fallen overall, though other sources of revenue may have made up at least some of the difference. Consumers pay less and generally get more. A massive amount of new content continues to be produced. That flood of streaming content is critical to the next Part of this Article.

III

ALGORITHMS & AUTHORSHIP

In the preceding Part we explained how the adult industry adapted to the internet. The rise of streaming and huge amounts of

---

125 This was noted on several panels and discussions at the annual XBIZ Conference. Interviews with Anonymous Attendees at the XBIZ Convention, supra note 72.
free content opened the way for firms like MindGeek to upend the traditional adult industry. As we described above, the industry now depends on free (and sometimes pirated) content for many of its revenue models. MindGeek’s business model has both been shaped by piracy and leverages it.

In this Part, the core of this Article, we focus on the broader implications of the rise of streaming. MindGeek’s billions of monthly views allow it to gather massive amounts of consumer data, and to use that data to grow, become more competitive, and help shape new content. This new phenomenon of “data-driven creativity” is the key to understanding the second digital disruption. And what we observe MindGeek doing in the adult realm is not unique—there are other streaming firms that are proceeding along a similar path. As noted in the introduction, Netflix, the world’s largest distributor of mainstream digital film and television content, does a lot (though seemingly not yet all) of what MindGeek does. We have analyzed MindGeek in detail because it is the leading edge of the phenomenon of data-driven creativity. But increasingly, we believe, the same patterns will emerge across the production of many different types of content. We believe this will have major implications for the law, especially for intellectual property law and for the regulation of competition and innovation in markets for creative works.

Throughout this Part we distinguish two related but distinct phenomena. The first and most important is the gathering of consumer data relevant to viewing preferences and patterns. Data harvesting is the key feature of the second digital disruption. Firms like MindGeek and Netflix use the data they collect to create content that they hope will have a higher likelihood of success in the market. The second is the use of algorithms, artificial intelligence, and machine learning.

---

126 See supra Section II.F.
127 Of course many factors contribute to the making of any creative work or decision; in data-driven creativity data is not the sole source of creative input or even necessarily the dominant one. But it is a critical factor, and as we show in the remainder of this Article, while creators have long looked to sales and other lagging indicators to guide their creative choices, today’s streaming data is vastly richer and more fine-grained. This allows for a qualitatively different approach to creativity, which we highlight in what follows.
129 An “algorithm” is defined as a “prescribed set of well-defined rules or instructions for the solution of a problem, such as the performance of a calculation, in a finite number of steps.” Algorithm, OXFORD REFERENCE: A DICTIONARY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE (Andrew Butterfield et al., eds., 7th ed. 2016).
130 “Artificial intelligence” (AI) is defined as a “discipline concerned with the building of computer programs that perform tasks requiring intelligence when done by humans.”
learning\textsuperscript{131} to guide the creation of content or even, in some cases, to create the content without, or with little, human intervention.\textsuperscript{132} The ultimate expression of data-driven creativity—works created entirely by machines—is today a decidedly niche activity.\textsuperscript{133} But when (or if) fully machine-created works begin to have economic significance, they are likely to act mostly as an accelerant of the spread of data-driven creativity that is already underway.

A. The Rise of Data-Driven Creativity

A decade ago, streaming television and film was a minor phenomenon. But now it is mainstream. According to a recent Deloitte survey, 55\% of American households now subscribe to at least one streaming service, an increase of 450\% over 2009.\textsuperscript{134} The average subscriber has three services they pay for.\textsuperscript{135} U.S. consumers spend over $2 billion a month on streaming services,\textsuperscript{136} of which Netflix is the


\textsuperscript{131} “Machine learning” is defined as “[a] branch of artificial intelligence concerned with the construction of programs that learn from experience.” \textit{Machine Learning, Oxford Reference: A Dictionary of Computer Science} (Andrew Butterfield et al., eds., 7th ed. 2016).


\textsuperscript{133} See, e.g., \textit{HELLO WORLD ALBUM}, www.helloworldalbum.net (last visited Oct. 11, 2019).


\textsuperscript{135} Id.

largest and the one that spends the most on content—some $13 billion in 2018, of which 85% of new spending was dedicated to original series and movies.\(^{137}\) But Amazon ($4.5 billion), Hulu ($2.5 billion), and Apple ($1 billion and rising fast) are close behind.\(^{138}\) Disney has recently announced a foray into streaming too,\(^{139}\) and Apple and Amazon in particular have the means to outspend all their competitors, including Netflix, should they choose to.\(^{140}\)

Netflix is the current poster child for this phenomenon.\(^{141}\) And as we will explain, Netflix has grown enormously thanks to a revolutionary (for mainstream media) marriage of streaming and data. While the exact extent of Netflix’s reliance on data versus old-fashioned intuition is a matter of intense speculation within the entertainment industry, by many accounts Netflix’s collection and use of data is a key competitive advantage that has allowed the firm to grow incredibly powerful in Hollywood in a matter of just a few years.\(^{142}\)

Netflix’s dramatic rise demonstrates the power of streaming and big data. In the years before it began creating content, Netflix struggled. Studios and networks demanded high licensing fees, constraining


\(^{140}\) See Elvis Picardo, 10 of the World’s Top Companies Are American, INVESTOPEDIA, https://www.investopedia.com/articles/active-trading/111115/why-all-worlds-top-10-companies-are-american.asp (last updated May 30, 2019) (listing Apple and Amazon as being in the world’s top ten companies measured by market capitalization).

\(^{141}\) See Alex Shephard, Can Netflix Take Over Hollywood?, NEW REPUBLIC (Apr. 24, 2018), https://newrepublic.com/article/148102/can-netflix-take-hollywood (“Next month, the Cannes Film Festival will kick off without any films from America’s largest film studio. That wouldn’t be Paramount or Disney or Fox—that would be Netflix.”).

\(^{142}\) See, e.g., David Carr, Giving Viewers What They Want, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 24, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/25/business/media/for-house-of-cards-using-big-data-to-guarantee-its-popularity.html; Markman, supra note 12; Shephard, supra note 141. Exactly how data-driven Netflix is is a matter of some dispute. Compare Tim Wu, Netflix’s Secret Special Algorithm Is a Human, NEW YORKER (Jan. 27, 2015), https://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/hollywoods-big-data-big-deal (citing Ted Sarandos, Netflix Chief Content Officer, as stating that Netflix relies seventy percent on data, the rest on human judgment), with Adalian, supra note 15 (discussing how some Netflix executives downplay the role of data in their decisions—despite the widespread belief in the industry that data is hugely important in its decisionmaking).
Netflix’s profitability.\textsuperscript{143} Beginning in 2011, as Netflix moved from physical distribution to streaming, it set out to solve that problem by producing its own content. At first, the prospects that Netflix would emerge as a major producer seemed dim—Netflix was a technology firm and had no track record in producing programming. But less than a decade later, Netflix has emerged as a programming giant. The CFO of Netflix told the attendees of a Morgan Stanley-sponsored conference that the company was set to spend upwards of $8 billion on content in 2018 and that it had about 700 original TV shows on the service worldwide last year.\textsuperscript{144} It is currently valued at $170 billion—more than Disney—despite never having turned a profit.\textsuperscript{145} And having a series or a film on Netflix has become a mark of success in Hollywood, even for established producers and directors. As The Economist recently noted, [Netflix] will spend $12bn-13bn this year [2018]—more than any studio spends on films, or any television company lays out on stuff that isn’t sport. Their viewers will get 82 feature films in a year when Warner Brothers, the Hollywood studio with the biggest slate, will send cinemas only 23.\textsuperscript{146}

How did Netflix succeed so quickly in the very competitive programming business? A central part of its formula has been intensive analysis of proprietary viewing data. The details of Netflix’s data mining began to be widely reported following the runaway success of the Netflix-produced \textit{House of Cards}, which was the most streamed piece of content in the United States in 2013.\textsuperscript{147} After extensive analysis of viewing patterns, Netflix concluded that fans of the original U.K. series on which \textit{House of Cards} was based would also be attracted to material that either starred Kevin Spacey or was directed by David Fincher.\textsuperscript{148} With the data drawing out three overlapping circles of viewer interest, Netflix determined that the intersection of the Venn diagram—a \textit{House of Cards} reboot starring Kevin Spacey and

\textsuperscript{143} See Nathan McAlone, Netflix’s Content Chief Said Something About Its ‘Originals’ That Should Make Investors Optimistic About the Future, BUS. INSIDER (Apr. 23, 2017), https://www.businessinsider.com/netflix-originals-are-as-efficient-as-licensed-shows-and-movies-2017-4 (“Around 2013, Netflix began to see the writing on the wall: The days of licensing a back catalog of great TV shows for dirt cheap were numbered.”).

\textsuperscript{144} Todd Spangler, Netflix Eyeing Total of About 700 Original Series in 2018, VARIETY (Feb. 27, 2018), http://variety.com/2018/digital/news/netflix-700-original-series-2018-1202711940; see also Adalian, supra note 15 (noting that, as other studios remove their content from Netflix, it “will become even more reliant on originals”).

\textsuperscript{145} Briefing: The Television Will Be Revolutionised, ECONOMIST, June 30, 2018, at 18, 18.

\textsuperscript{146} Id.

\textsuperscript{147} Carr, supra note 142.

\textsuperscript{148} Id.
directed by David Fincher—would be a “very good bet.” The company was so confident in the series’s prospects that it committed $100 million for two thirteen-episode seasons—a decision “widely derided as profligate” at the time.

In 2013, Netflix was examining more than thirty million plays per day (a number that has surely gone up dramatically in the years since). Jonathan Friedland, then Netflix’s Chief Communications Officer, told the late David Carr of the New York Times that Netflix uses data from these user interactions to gauge consumer interest in new programming and to determine how best to categorize and present existing programming. At about the same time, Friedland told Wired that “[w]e know what people watch on Netflix and we’re able with a high degree of confidence to understand how big a likely audience is for a given show based on people’s viewing habits.” Indeed, Netflix has boasted that about seventy-five percent of user viewing is attributable to its recommendation algorithm, which is itself continually reconstructed with what the company learns from its analysis of user interaction data.

Netflix builds out millions of user profiles with metadata based on what it calls “user actions.” Some parameters that Netflix tracks include, but are likely not limited to, pause/rewind/fast-forward behavior; day of the week; date of viewing; time of viewing; zip code; preferred devices; completion rate; user ratings; user search behavior; and browsing and scrolling behavior. A 2013 article on Netflix’s col-
lection and analysis of user action data describes the process in more detail:

I hit the pause button roughly one-third of the way through the first episode of “House of Cards,” the political drama premiering on Netflix Feb. 1. By doing so, I created what is known in the world of Big Data as an “event”—a discrete action that could be logged, recorded and analyzed. Every single day, Netflix . . . registers hundreds of millions of such events. As a consequence, the company knows more about our viewing habits than many of us realize. Netflix doesn’t know merely what we’re watching, but when, where and with what kind of device we’re watching. It keeps a record of every time we pause the action—or rewind, or fast-forward—and how many of us abandon a show entirely after watching for a few minutes.159

At one point, Netflix apparently even monitored trends from pirate sites.160 And alongside the firm’s analysis of user actions is a detailed system of content categorization, itself derived from Netflix’s viewer data. In 2014, The Atlantic scraped every tag in Netflix’s system and found 76,897 descriptors for movies, ranging from “Romantic Indian Crime Dramas” to “Post-Apocalyptic Comedies About Friendship.”161

Netflix’s categorization effort is broad (i.e., the firm uses data to construct a welter of content categories), but also conceptually deep, in that the firm is self-conscious about some of the pitfalls of categorization and uses data to avoid them. An example of such a pitfall is “genre bias”—the presumption that viewers who like one example of a genre will tend to like other examples.162 Netflix’s data suggests that this is often not true. The firm found, for example, that one in eight viewers of content from Marvel Entertainment never watched other content tagged with “superhero.”163 Instead, Netflix tries to empha-

159 Andrew Leonard, How Netflix Is Turning Viewers into Puppets, SALON (Feb. 1, 2013, 5:45 PM), https://www.salon.com/2013/02/01/how_netflix_is_turning_viewers_into_puppets.
162 See Nick Lucchesi, Netflix Says Its Algorithm Is Helping to Kill ‘Genre Bias,’ INVERSE (Aug. 22, 2017), https://www.inverse.com/article/35780-netflix-genre-bias-data (“Superheroes, science fiction, and horror have long suffered from ‘genre bias,’ but Netflix thinks its algorithm can turn skeptics into . . . true believers. ‘Genres are just wrappers,’ the company declared Tuesday.”).
163 Id.
size the shared traits between shows of multiple genres: like the “smart humor” of *Jessica Jones* connecting to viewers of *Master of None*, or its “dark criminal world[” with *Making a Murderer*.164

A major part of Netflix’s strategy is its use of categories to organize consumer preferences. Netflix categorizes its subscriber base into “taste clusters.”165 There are almost 2000 clusters, and, unlike traditional advertising demographics (e.g., “single white women eighteen to twenty-four”), they are not organized by ascriptive characteristics but by streaming-derived viewing habits.166 Taste clusters shape creative choices. But they also shape an important element of what a subscriber sees on her screen—the small square titles that suggest what you might like, which Netflix calls “row art.”167 And not only do these taste clusters determine which options are presented, they also determine how the options are presented—i.e., which of the several row art options for each offering comes up on your screen.168

Though less vocal today, for years Netflix loved touting its reliance on data—it was a major part of how the company portrayed itself to investors and to the public.169 Netflix still maintains an impressively dense tech blog.170 And the way it sources content is crucial to the firm’s branding. When Netflix buys a series, it does so before a single frame has been filmed.171 Netflix boasts that its data gives it enough confidence in its decisions that the service is able to depart from the usual industry practice of funding a pilot.172 Similarly, it argues that its

---

165 Id.
166 Id.
167 Id.
168 Id.
172 Id.; see also Markman, supra note 12 (noting that Netflix offered contracts to *House of Cards* director David Fincher and actor Kevin Spacey without having seen a pilot).
data indicates viewers are never hooked by pilots. Instead, viewers are hooked a handful of episodes in—two episodes for *Breaking Bad*, six for *Mad Men*, and four for *Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt*.\(^{173}\) This is exactly the sort of cost- and risk-reduction that we would expect from a company that is capitalizing on data-driven creativity.

Netflix’s success suggests that streaming data has become the new competitive advantage in Hollywood—an industry that has always been plagued by uncertainty about popular response to its product and therefore prone to produce both hits and flops.\(^{174}\) Companies like Netflix use viewer data to reduce the risk of failure by more precisely targeting content to known audience preferences. Indeed, other content producers, even those that lack Netflix’s access to data, are trying to benefit from the same technique, in part by relying on specialist firms that aggregate and structure user data obtained from a variety of sources.\(^{175}\)

While highly successful, at this point Netflix’s data strategy is limited in one very important way: The firm uses data to purchase content, to invest in production, to categorize the content, and to recommend it to viewers based on their past choices. However, Netflix does not appear—yet—to do much to shape the particulars of the content once the firm has green-lighted a project.\(^{176}\)

MindGeek uses data much like Netflix does. It knows what consumers watch and how they watch it. Like Netflix, MindGeek maintains an impressively data-rich blog that deploys user data to highlight new trends, compare viewing habits in different cities or regions, and generally parse the online behavior of millions of consumers.\(^{177}\) Like Netflix, MindGeek’s sites will often suggest what you might like based on prior viewing and will also categorize material based on data, revealing the terms that are most widely searched and that drive sus-

---


\(^{176}\) See Atchison & Burby, *supra* note 157 (“Netflix did not weigh in on creative questions at all.”).

tained engagement.\textsuperscript{178} MindGeek’s sites will also show you the number of views of each film and aggregate viewer ratings—something Netflix never does. And in one crucial respect MindGeek goes further than Netflix does—it leverages its trove of user data to shape the particulars of content.\textsuperscript{179}

MindGeek produces upwards of 400 films a month, with the typical clip costing between $5000 and $8000 in total.\textsuperscript{180} The firm has producers it works with regularly, and it harnesses the data it compiles and analyzes to write scripts and specify details in those shoots.\textsuperscript{181} Let us briefly illustrate this process with a script MindGeek confidentially shared with us. We cannot identify the writers or the title, nor share the full script, but the level of detail and overall approach illustrate the impact of MindGeek’s analysis of user data on the content-creation process.

To begin, the script is a parody of a successful mainstream film, one that starred some of the biggest names in Hollywood. This is a familiar trope in adult entertainment; porn parodies have been popular for many years.\textsuperscript{182} But the original film really only serves as scaffolding for a series of sex scenes strung together. The script lays out scenes and dialogue—albeit very briefly—and illustrates the scenes with photos pulled off the internet and screenshots of the original film that is being parodied. There is substantial attention to the exact posture of the actors in various scenes. In one scene “Girl 2” “lies on her stomach and looks over her shoulder at the camera.” She stretches, flips over, and then “struts” toward the camera. Improvised dialogue is occasionally encouraged, but the movements of the actors, the exact positions, and the details of the prescribed sex acts are usually fixed in advance (critical features, bold in the original script, have been italicized):

Girl1 and Girl2 make Guy3 their sex toy. Guy3 does whatever they ask of him, eager to please them. The female performers are in com-


\textsuperscript{179} The rise of what we call “data-driven authorship” was, at a general level, prophesied by George Orwell’s dystopian novel \textit{1984}, in which the “versificator” creates music and similar machines create other content, including novels and pornography, for the proles to consume. \textsc{George Orwell}, \textit{1984}, at 48 (Penguin Books 2003) (1949).

\textsuperscript{180} Telephone Interview with Feras Antoon, \textit{supra} note 22.

\textsuperscript{181} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{182} See, e.g., Sam Stryker, 18 Porn Parodies That Are Definitely Better than the Movies That Inspired Them, BUZZFEED (May 1, 2014, 3:05 PM), https://www.buzzfeed.com/samstryker/porn-parodies-that-are-definitely-better-than-the-movies (detailing various parodies that have been made).
complete control for this scene, but at no point do they force Guy3 to do something he doesn’t want to do.

*Girl1 and Girl2’s clothes remain ON during sex, while Guy3 is completely naked.*

What MindGeek is doing here is catering to certain fetishes within the adult world and incorporating and highlighting elements of the scene that data suggests are essential to success within the “CFNM” (Clothed Female, Naked Male) genre. In our interviews, MindGeek leadership stressed that some of these choices reflected the data-mining of millions of views, which allows MindGeek to determine what variables produce the highest viewership. For MindGeek, these analyses revealed that certain dialogue, sex acts, and particular positions and camera angles drew in more viewers than did others. In other scripts, we were told, furniture, carpet styles, and other visual elements are sometimes specified as well.

What puts MindGeek in a position to leverage data so effectively? Two things. First, we noted at the outset the stunning viewership statistics for online pornography. The efficacy of MindGeek’s use of viewer data relies not only on the sheer number of gigabytes of content available on the site but also on the way that data is distributed. There were approximately five million discrete videos uploaded to Pornhub in 2018. (And bear in mind, Pornhub is only one, albeit the most well-known, of MindGeek’s portfolio of adult sites.) One key advantage MindGeek has over Netflix in leveraging data about consumer preferences for the production of content is that Netflix has a far smaller portfolio of individual films—nothing even close to five million presented in a given year.

Second, the way in which MindGeek’s users consume content matters significantly for its ability to produce useful data. While the videos on a site such as Pornhub vary widely in length, many are less than fifteen minutes. And with the average viewer staying on only ten minutes, and often toggling through multiple videos in those ten min-

---


184 Netflix does something similar with the icons that appear on your screen for different content; as noted above, “row art” varies not only in the specifics of which show appears but also in which version of a particular icon for a given show appears. See Adalian, supra note 15 (“Whenever a new original premieres on Netflix, Yellin’s team will start off by randomly assigning different images to different subscribers, using those taste clusters as an initial guideline.”).

utes, MindGeek can amass many data points from each visit. In this sense MindGeek’s data collection is more like Spotify’s than Netflix’s. Consumers tend to listen to many songs when listening to music, and each song is short. That provides much more data than a consumer watching a single movie online. On the other hand, individual songs are often streamed many times by a single listener—sometimes dozens if not hundreds of times—whereas videos are far more likely to be watched only once or twice. Consequently, MindGeek has access to more and more varied consumer data than many other digital content providers.

The role of search terms and fads and fashions in adult genres is also critical. While there is a lot of consistency in what consumers of pornography want, there are occasional dramatic shifts in preferences and even the advent of entire new genres. MindGeek’s data gives it some insight into these developments, and, because adult content is so cheap and fast to produce, MindGeek can rapidly adapt new content to meet these emerging preferences. For example, according to Pornhub’s public data site, among the searches with the most increased popularity for last year were “romantic” (the top spot) and “tattooed women.” “Fortnite” also saw impressive growth. These trends are surely fed by content on MindGeek platforms but are also identified (early), and then content commissioned and built around them.

MindGeek and Netflix are particularly powerful and popular digital distributors. But as the foregoing illustrates, the ability to distribute content digitally has a very significant feature that has been widely unappreciated. Streaming platforms are, at their core, two-way

---


187 One example is the increased prevalence in people reporting that they engage in heterosexual anal sex, which is reflected in (and is sometimes alleged to be linked to) the wide availability of pornography focused on the practice. See C. Marston & R. Lewis, Anal Heterosex Among Young People and Implications for Health Promotion: A Qualitative Study in the UK, BMJ Open (July 18, 2014), http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/4/8/e004996 (citing the availability of pornography as a possible explanation for experimentation with anal sex among young people in the United Kingdom); Kimberly R. McBride & J. Dennis Fortenberry, Heterosexual Anal Sexuality and Anal Sex Behaviors: A Review, 47 J. Sex Res. 123, 130 (2010) (citing the theory that pornography may be influencing the incidence of anal sex).

188 A recent example of a new genre is “property sex”—i.e., pornography built around the narrative of a destitute female tenant avoiding eviction by having sex with her landlord in lieu of rent. Rick Paulas, There’s Now a Porn Genre About How Broke Millennials Are, VICE (June 7, 2016, 12:00 AM), https://www.vice.com/en_uk/article/5gqp8a/theres-now-a-porn-genre-about-how-broke-millenials-are-456.

189 2018 Year in Review, supra note 185.

190 Id.
communication channels. This is the central feature of the second digital disruption. Information—content—flows out to consumers. But information about consumer preferences also flows in to the distributor. When coupled to rapid advances in data analysis techniques, this two-way communication becomes a very powerful tool for shaping content. So, when Netflix logs every stop and start you make while watching the most recent episode of *Bojack Horseman*, it is learning something about what bores you enough to get up and grab some more peanuts and also what rivets you to your seat. While there is a lot of noise in this data, the number of participants and discrete events is so large that meaningful patterns can be discerned.

Amazon appears to be on a similar path to data-driven creativity. Today, Amazon is the world’s third most valuable company and sells everything from socks and automobile parts to fresh produce and even expensive artworks. Most importantly for our purposes, it also produces and streams television series and films. Amazon began as a bookstore. But, as an exhaustive 2014 profile by *New Yorker* writer George Packer makes clear, data harvesting was part of Amazon’s business plan from the start. In the profile, Packer describes how, in 1995, company founder Jeff Bezos manned an Amazon booth at the annual conclave of the publishing industry, which is now called BookExpo America. Roger Doeren, from a Kansas City store called Rainy Day Books, was stopped short by Amazon’s sign: “Earth’s Biggest Bookstore.” Approaching Bezos, he asked, “Where is Earth’s biggest bookstore?” “Cyberspace,” Bezos replied.

After the two booksellers discussed suppliers and websites, Doeren asked Bezos what his business model was. As Packer recounts, Bezos said that Amazon intended to sell books as a way of gathering data on affluent, educated shoppers. The books would be priced close to cost, in order to increase sales volume. After collecting data on millions of customers, Amazon could figure out how to sell everything else dirt cheap on the Internet.

---


194 Id.

195 Id.
Afterward, Doeren told his partner at Rainy Day Books, Vivien Jennings, “I just met the world’s biggest snake-oil salesman. It’s going to be really bad for books.”

Whether Doeren was right or wrong about Amazon being “really bad for books” is a question that, even with twenty-plus years hindsight, cannot be answered without serious debate. But one thing is clear. Amazon collects vast amounts of data on what consumers want. Like Netflix, Amazon uses consumer data to shape the video content that it produces on its Amazon Prime Video platform. However, Amazon appears to deploy this data differently than Netflix does. For example, when considering whether to invest in new programming, Amazon first creates and releases pilot episodes. Amazon then collects data on viewing patterns and comments on the site to produce “about 20 pages of data detailing, among other things, how much a pilot was viewed, how many users gave it a 5-star rating and how many shared it with friends.” This method allows Amazon to collect not only data on what people thought about the shows but also a “range of metrics unique to its service, such as whether members of its Prime service liked particular shows.”

Amazon’s use of data reflects its larger business strategy, which is distinct. Amazon’s goal is to use Prime Video to “convert viewers into shoppers.” The only way to access Prime Video content is to sign up as a Prime member. The content, in short, is primarily a lure. CEO Jeff Bezos has been up-front about Amazon’s aim to use “entertainment to drive merchandise sales,” stating in 2016 that “[w]hen [Amazon] win[s] a Golden Globe, it helps [Amazon] sell more shoes” because film and TV customers renew subscriptions at a higher rate and convert to Prime members from free trials at a higher rate. This strategy is reminiscent of the adult industry’s use of freely streamed video content to create personal brands and followings for specific
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performers and thereby sell merchandise, private Snapchat access, and the like.\textsuperscript{204}

Amazon’s story illustrates an important point about the effects of digitization on creative output and, in turn, on intellectual property theory and policy. Creative output was once deeply constrained by physical scarcities—of distribution capacity; of retailer shelf space; of the cost of physical media. Today these constraints are evaporating.\textsuperscript{205} Many more works can be brought to market in a digital environment. And in such an environment, where physical scarcities are disappearing, what’s left is the central question of how to produce content that people want to consume. Amazon’s ability to collect data puts it in a position to select promising projects in the same way (at a general level) that Netflix does. And as with Netflix, the logical path forward for Amazon would be toward what MindGeek is already doing now: i.e., using data to directly craft content.

These trends are not limited to streaming video. We see evidence that Spotify is moving in this direction too. Spotify has some 200 million active monthly users.\textsuperscript{206} Given the huge number of songs a user can listen to in a month, Spotify is in a position to collect tremendous amounts of subscriber data and expand from content distribution into content production. Spotify already uses a process called “collaborative filtering” to leverage its massive trove of user listening data to construct music recommendations: “Essentially, Spotify takes the songs that listeners repeatedly play or thumbs-up and matches that information to that of other listeners around the world who have the same tastes. Odds are, you’ll probably like your internet soul mate’s other music selections, and vice versa.”\textsuperscript{207}

Spotify also does something that falls in between suggesting content based on personal consumption data and full data-driven creativity: the playlist. About half of listening on Spotify is now of playlists.\textsuperscript{208} Many playlists are consumer-created, but Spotify’s own lists dominate, and in particular its most famous, \textit{Today’s Top Hits}. \textit{Today’s Top Hits} has nearly 15 million subscribers as well as many other listeners who do not subscribe.\textsuperscript{209} Inclusion of a song on the list

\textsuperscript{204} See discussion \textit{supra} Part II.
\textsuperscript{206} Spotify Investors, \textsc{Spotify}, https://investors.spotify.com/home/default.aspx (last visited Aug. 14, 2019). One hundred million are paid subscribers. \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{209} \textit{Id}.
is worth, according to one recent econometric analysis, between $116,000 and $163,000 and creates an additional 19.4 million streams on average.\textsuperscript{210} Spotify carefully selects what goes on the playlist. As \textit{Wired} describes the process: “Think of it as the moneyball of music, a ruthlessly data-driven approach to introducing listeners to songs. Just as Facebook loves rolling out new features to a tiny subset of its users, killing what doesn’t work and expanding on what does, Spotify considers every track a beta test.”\textsuperscript{211}

Playlists, in short, create hits. But they do so based on data and decisions Spotify makes about what is likely to be a hit at a given point in time. This ability to leverage its data is a key element of Spotify’s appeal. As Aguiar and Waldfogel argue, “Beyond getting consumers access to a large catalog, a major value-creating function of a platform is helping consumers to discover music that they like.”\textsuperscript{212}

Perhaps more importantly in the long run, Spotify may exploit its data to give it the same sort of competitive advantage in music production that (currently) Netflix and MindGeek enjoy. Spotify has every incentive to do so—by offering appealing content that it owns, it will reduce its costs of licensing content from others. And by leveraging its unique access to consumer data, it can drive creative choices in ways that allow it to develop uniquely compelling content.

There are signs, moreover, that Spotify is exploring a long-range strategy that pushes data-driven creativity to what may be its ultimate expression. In 2017, Spotify hired Francois Pachet, an AI specialist formerly at Sony and a leading expert in the science of AI-assisted music creation.\textsuperscript{213} Because music uses a narrower range of inputs relative to video—there are only twelve notes in a chromatic scale (although other elements such as rhythm, chord structure, and timbre widen the range of possible combinations very significantly)—music is more readily susceptible to creation by AI or AI-assisted systems that use a massive corpus of existing recorded music as training data.\textsuperscript{214}

\textsuperscript{211} Pierce, supra note 208.
\textsuperscript{212} Aguiar & Waldfogel, supra note 210, at 2.
\textsuperscript{214} David Cassel, \textit{Could AI Algorithms One Day Make Better Art than Humans?}, \textit{New Stack} (May 21, 2017, 9:00 AM), https://thenewstack.io/ai-algorithms-one-day-make-better-art-humans (“Of all forms of art, music is probably the most susceptible to Big Data analysis, because both inputs and outputs lend themselves to mathematical depiction.”).
While at Sony, Pachet developed AI technologies that could generate new music. A catalog of 13,000 songs was used to train statistical models that represent how “atomic musical events,” like individual notes and chords, are related to one another across different musical styles.215 “These statistical models are then used to generate new melodic and harmonic sequences” that fit within a specified musical genre.216

Pachet is now running Spotify’s Creator Technology Research Lab, which aims to create an AI that can be a “songwriting partner” to human artists.217 But there is a possibility that lies beyond “AI-assisted” music, which is that data-derived, AI-generated music may one day begin to displace human-produced music, especially in genres, like electronic dance music and “ambient” or “mood” music, which tend toward relative simplicity in composition, instrumentation, and tone. In the past couple of years several AI-generated albums have been released, such as “Hello World” and “I AM AI.”218 AI music-creation technologies are still in their very early days. That said, considering the amount of user data Spotify collects, and the sheer amount of music available as training data for machine learning, one can readily imagine machine-generated music of increasing sonic complexity and audience appeal.

B. A Continuum of Data-Driven Creativity

One can array the various data strategies of the major content firms we have surveyed along a continuum. At one end, the most basic, is the use of consumer data to organize and suggest content for future consumption. Netflix, Amazon, and indeed all the firms we have discussed use data this way.219 By carefully analyzing usage patterns firms can determine that if consumers liked X, they probably will like Y. Similar, and equally widespread, is the use of consumer usage data to target advertising. This is most common on platforms
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such as Facebook but can also be seen in some streaming markets, especially those that rely (e.g., Spotify) on a freemium model.\footnote{On advertising, see generally Tim Wu, \textit{The Attention Merchants: The Epic Struggle to Get Inside Our Heads} (2016), which describes the market for attention. On freemium models, see Anderson, \textit{supra} note 30.}

A bit further along the spectrum are data-driven playlists such as \textit{Today’s Top Hits}. These are not targeting content at an individual based on that individual’s past consumption data. Instead, Spotify is in essence broadcasting to a wide set of subscribers a batch of soon-to-be hits, determined via data analysis. (In a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy, the songs are more likely to become hits due to their inclusion on the hit list.)

Still further along the spectrum is the use of streaming data to make investments in creative content. When Netflix spent $100 million on \textit{House of Cards} without seeing a pilot, it broke with decades of television norms and practices. But it was not making a gut decision; instead Netflix was basing that investment decision on a deep analysis of consumer preferences.

At the furthest end of the spectrum are firms that take consumer data and directly base creative decisions upon it. MindGeek commissions specific scenes and, as illustrated above, provides data-driven particulars to its producers. It appears that Spotify is also exploring ways to use its data to shape decisions about content. And it seems possible that as both data collection and the capacities of data analysis tools expand, an ever-wider range of content might become susceptible to data-driven creativity. As Jeanne Fromer has pointed out, a growing number of studies have shown that the most popular content within a wide range of genres (there have been studies on classical music, poetry, short stories, lyrics, and paintings, among other things) is only mildly different than previous popular and highly-rated content.\footnote{Jeanne C. Fromer, \textit{A Psychology of Intellectual Property}, 104 NW. U. L. REV. 1441, 1479–83 (2010).} Basically, consumers like some newness—but not too much. And this suggests that the essence of data-driven creativity, the search for patterns that lead to popularity, might be a rich vein that runs across a wide area.

At the most basic level what Netflix, Amazon, MindGeek, and Spotify are doing is not wholly new. The move to digital streaming did not create the ability to gather data on consumer preferences; that data has long existed. Movie theaters still gather box office receipts to be digested in the industry trades on Monday morning; television ratings systems such as Nielsen did the same for the small screen; and the RIAA gathers detailed sales data for recorded music much as it has...
done since the early 1970s.\textsuperscript{222} Even in pornography, producers have long tried to assess and react to consumers’ revealed preferences.\textsuperscript{223} In a perhaps apocryphal but illustrative scene in HBO’s \textit{The Deuce}, a period drama about the adult industry set in 1970s New York based on stories from a participant in the early industry, coins from coin-operated peep show reels are put into bags and weighed in an effort to determine which categories customers like best.\textsuperscript{224}

Compared with what streaming firms are able to do now, the pre-streaming era was a data Bronze Age. Following the move to digital streaming, firms were able to address the long-standing desire for insights into consumer tastes by dramatically increasing the amount of data available for analysis and keying that data to other characteristics of known viewers/subscribers. When combined with vastly cheaper computing power, which permitted a depth of analysis that was previously impossible, producers who were also digital distributors could now determine with far greater rigor what viewers really watch and how they watch it.

We’ll add a word about Apple, a tech giant that has long been in the content distribution business, first via iTunes and more recently with its Apple Music streaming service. Apple has not figured much in this narrative, but it is almost sure to in the future. Apple owns a massive platform integrated with its popular devices, and there are signs that the company is moving toward producing content rather than simply distributing it. In 2017 Apple announced the hiring of two executives from Sony Pictures Television as part of an effort to “oversee[] all aspects of video programming.”\textsuperscript{225} Since hiring these executives, Apple has recruited “heavy hitters from the television pro-


\textsuperscript{223} See, e.g., Christopher Jackson, \textit{From ASCII to Streaming Video: How the Internet Created a Multi-Billion Dollar Porn Industry}, \textsc{Next Web} (Oct. 7, 2012), https://thenextweb.com/insider/2012/10/07/cybersex-ascii-pinups-celebrity-fakes-how-the-internet-created-a-97-billion-porn-industry (“The Internet allowed for any niche, no matter how deviant, to be represented. Porn magazines and companies creating porn films already catered to the more ‘mainstream’ fetishes . . . but now anyone could create or find a group of anonymous, like-minded individuals, and share and discuss erotic material.”).


gramming and development world,” purchased an animated feature and at least eighteen original series, and has come to some kind of programming agreement with Oprah. Apple has reportedly allotted their video team “a $1 billion pool from which they can draw from [sic] to help develop, produce, and acquire original content.” Some have speculated that Apple will launch a standalone video service to compete with Netflix and Amazon Prime.

Apple is projected to spend $4.2 billion cumulatively on original programming by 2022. Beyond these hints there is little to say yet about how Apple will use data to shape its content offerings. Thus far, Apple appears to have treated content mostly as a way to sell hardware. Apple’s initial investments in proprietary content suggest that it may shift from that strategy.

Finally, we would be remiss not to note briefly that consumption data analytics are also shaping one of the fastest-growing and biggest streaming sectors of entertainment today: gaming. In a typical month, Electronic Arts, the gaming behemoth, hosts about 2.5 billion game sessions. All of this online activity produces a huge amount of data, which allows developers substantial insight into every action that
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occurs in a game. In 2018, Electronic Arts announced the launch of what it called “cloud gaming,” which is essentially streaming games that can be played on any device. Entertainment trade publications such as Variety swiftly dubbed this the “Netflix of video games.” Rather than buying games, the expectation is the public will increasingly subscribe and stream—a model which allows for greater consumer experimentation and therefore broader data collection.

The same principles we have discussed above apply in the gaming world. Indeed, the line between the two is getting blurry: Netflix’s recent *Black Mirror: Bandersnatch* release allowed for an interactive element that, in addition to engendering a trademark lawsuit, allowed viewers to pick and choose different scenarios, shifting Netflix’s content closer to a game than a film. Data obtained through streaming allows game developers not only to develop better, more popular games but—since games often have in-game purchase opportunities—also to maximize revenues by targeting when consumers most frequently purchase extras.

C. Algorithms, Authorship, and the Economics of Creativity

In the foregoing we described how streaming data is beginning to change the way content investment and production decisions are made. As Time Warner argued with regard to its merger with AT&T, success in the media world of the future will depend on access to data on consumer behavior. If Time Warner’s prediction is right and if the early developments we see come to fruition, the result will be an acceleration of the transformation of the relationship between producer, distributor, and consumer that we have described. That transformation will shift the economics of creativity. It is likely also to shift how we think about the relationship between intellectual property, competition, and innovation.

Let us start with intellectual property law. Grounded in depictions of Romantic authorship, copyright theory and doctrine have developed in the shadow of a particular and persistent conception of authorship. Copyright law traditionally presumes what might be called
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a “Promethean” model of creativity: one in which artists are viewed as lone geniuses who create according to their muse with consumers purchasing or not according to their individual tastes.\footnote{See, e.g., Peter Jaszi, On the Author Effect: Contemporary Copyright and Collective Creativity, 10 Cardozo Arts & Ent. L.J. 293 (1992) [hereinafter Jaszi, The Author Effect] (discussing the “author-genius” model); Peter Jaszi, Toward a Theory of Copyright: The Metamorphoses of “Authorship,” 1991 Duke L.J. 455, 455 (“During the eighteenth century, ‘authorship’ became intimately associated with the Romantic movement in literature and art, expressing ‘an extreme assertion of the self and the value of individual experience . . . together with the sense of the infinite and the transcendental.’” (citation omitted)); Mark Rose, The Author as Proprietor: Donaldson v. Becket and the Genealogy of Modern Authorship, 23 Representations 51, 56 (1988) (“The concept of the author as the originator of a literary text rather than as the reproducer of traditional truths also had to be more fully realized[,] . . . and this involved a major aesthetic realignment in which such concepts as ‘art,’ ‘genius,’ and ‘originality’ were transvalued.”).} \footnote{See Mark Rose, Authors and Owners: The Invention of Copyright 2 (1993) (“Copyright is founded on the concept of the unique individual who creates something original and is entitled to reap a profit from those labors. Until recently, the dominant modes of aesthetic thinking have shared the romantic and individualistic assumptions inscribed in copyright. But these assumptions obscure important truths about the processes of cultural production.”); Jaszi, The Author Effect, supra note 239, at 295 (“[T]he persistence of the notion of ‘authorship’ in American copyright law makes it difficult for any new legal synthesis, which would focus on the reality of collective creativity, to emerge.”); Martha Woodmansee, On the Author Effect: Recovering Collectivity, 10 Cardozo Arts & Ent. L.J. 279, 292 (1992) (“[T]he law has yet to be affected by the ‘critique of authorship’ initiated by Foucault . . . . [I]t would seem that as creative production becomes more corporate, collective, and collaborative, the law invokes the Romantic author all the more insistently.”).} Seen through this lens, creativity is a deeply individual act of expression, rather than the collective product of a particular culture or community. Of course, this understanding of the creative process has always been an oversimplification, as many scholars have pointed out.\footnote{See, e.g., Sprigman, supra note 77, at 451 (“Without copyright, it is claimed, copyists will compete away the profits from new artistic and literary creativity, thereby suppressing incentives to create new artistic and literary works in the first place.”).} But this general framing has long dominated the views of lawmakers and the public alike. And it is supportive of a traditional understanding of copyright as a set of rights possessed by individual authors. The authors’ rights framework has been justified by both rights-based and consequentialist arguments. We’ll consider the consequentialist arguments first, as they predominate historically in American legal doctrine.

According to the consequentialist justification, strong copyright is necessary because creative production is by its nature a high-risk enterprise. The primary role of copyright is to protect against copying so that the often large up-front investment in creative work can be more safely made.\footnote{See, e.g., Sprigman, supra note 77, at 451 (“Without copyright, it is claimed, copyists will compete away the profits from new artistic and literary creativity, thereby suppressing incentives to create new artistic and literary works in the first place.”).} In the absence of such protections, the theory holds, the prospect of unrestrained competition from copyists will deter investment in the production of new creative works. The result
will be a persistent undersupply of creative works. Intellectual property, in short, is fundamentally about ensuring that innovators are rewarded for their risks. This comes at a cost of course—higher prices, and more restraints on the use of existing works to create new ones—but the prevailing view is that these costs are more than outweighed by the benefits.

Despite its dominance in the U.S. legal discourse, this consequentialist justification is contestable and the evidence supporting it surprisingly thin. But for our current purposes, we will accept the general framing. Our point here is that the rise of data-driven creativity should cause us to think anew about the strength of the consequentialist arguments for copyright protection. In particular, we should again ask how much copyright is necessary to motivate the optimal amount of creative output. There are important reasons to think that in a world of data-driven creativity less copyright will suffice—i.e., that we will be able to achieve the same incentive effect with copyrights of shorter duration or narrower scope.

To see why, consider first the two principal risks faced by authors. The first, and most serious, is the risk of failure. This is the risk that no one wants to read, watch, or listen to a work that an author creates. Every year many books, songs, films, and other sorts of artistic and literary works are released, and most fail. They receive little to no attention and languish in obscurity. The second is the risk of success. This is the risk that a work in fact proves to be popular, and that popularity attracts pirates whose unauthorized copies steal away potential customers for the author’s work. The fundamental purpose of IP rights is to reduce this risk of success—to ensure that any market success inures to the benefit of the creator of the original. This, in turn, will incentivize investment in new creative work. To the degree creators are externally motivated by the prospect of financial gain (rather than primarily internally motivated by the pleasure of creation or some other factor unrelated to externally-supplied incentives), copyright protection is expected to raise investment in the production of new creative works relative to a world in which copyists are left free to compete with originators.

In contrast, copyright (and IP rules generally) have no effect whatsoever on the risk of failure. IP rules cannot create market
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demand where there is none. And for most creative works, the problem is not piracy but unpopularity. A work that is pirated is a successful work. Few consumers would want to pirate works for which there is no demand. (This basic fact skews debate over IP policy, where those who care about piracy—successful creators and those who share their profits—dominate debate and unsuccessful creators, a much larger group, are absent.)

As a consequence, the risk of failure is at least as important to authors’ creative incentives as is the risk of success. In economic terms, both types of risk drive down the return that the author expects ex ante on her investment in creation. This is true whether that investment is understood in terms of the monetary cost of creativity or the opportunity cost of engaging in creative work versus some other work with a more predictable return. Indeed, in the real world, often it is the risk of failure that looms largest—many more works fail in the market than succeed and are pirated.

The risk of failure was, until recently, thought of as something largely exogenous, unpredictable, and addressable only by hunches and market experience. As legendary Hollywood screenwriter William Goldman famously put it, in the motion picture industry “[n]obody knows anything.” 244 But what if creators did know something? What if consumer preferences could be discerned to a very high degree, and content better matched to consumer demand, so that failure is less likely?

That is the world of data-driven creativity that we are entering. In this world, producers—at least producers who have access to massive quantities of consumer preference data—are likely to invest with greater confidence. This advantage is precisely why Time Warner and AT&T fought so hard to merge in 2018. 245 Data helps reduce the mismatch between creative work and consumer tastes. And by identifying and helping producers satisfy heterogenous preferences, data increases the value of creative work to consumers overall. Data is likely, therefore, to have an invigorating effect on creative incentives.

That fact is significant for our understanding of the relationship between copyright law and creative incentives. If those who can access the vast amounts of data streaming produces are better positioned to match the content they create to existing market demand, we need less copyright to provide the same level of creative incentive. That is, in a world of data-driven creativity, we can realize the same level of
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creative incentive with copyright terms that are shorter, or copyright rights that are narrower, than they are presently. If we believe that the current level of creative incentive is properly calibrated, the proper policy response may be to shrink copyright terms or narrow the scope of copyright rights. And if we think that current copyright doctrine is already too protective, the advent of data-driven creativity only adds force to the arguments that we ought to rebalance copyright protection.246

Why is it important to reduce the length of scope of copyright if technological developments reduce the risk of investing in the production of creative works? Because, as noted before, copyright provides its incentive to create at a price.247 Copyright owners are given the exclusive right to control their works. These rights, when used to limit copying that would otherwise be lawful, have the effect, in general, of raising prices. The result is a transfer of resources from consumers to producers—which is the entire point. But there is a downside. Some consumers are priced out. By maintaining prices above what some can afford, intellectual property rights create what economists call “deadweight loss.”

This effect can be captured in economic terms only in part. Copyright is, as the British historian and Whig politician Thomas Macaulay said in 1841, “a tax on readers for the purpose of giving a bounty to writers.”248 And, Macaulay added, “[t]he tax is an exceedingly bad one; it is a tax on one of the most innocent and most salutary of human pleasures.”249 By pricing some people out of art and literature they would otherwise consume, copyright can impede the spread of learning and culture. Indeed, it can even impede the creation of new works. The latter is true because many new works build upon existing works: Think of West Side Story and Romeo and Juliet or the many cover songs that are released each year. The more stringent the protection older works receive, the harder it is to incorporate, remix, and generally riff on existing works to create new works. Copyright, in other words, encourages some creativity while inhibiting other creativity. It is always a tradeoff.
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Let us return to the distinction between the risk of failure (the risk that creative works will languish because no one wants to consume them) and the risk of success (the risk that successful works will be copied by others). Copyright law is solely focused on the risk of success. It does nothing to address the risk of failure. Data-driven creativity, conversely, lessens the risk of failure; it does not in itself reduce the risk of success. However, data-driven creativity tends to be accompanied by market changes that reduce the incentive for others to engage in the piracy of successful works. Indeed, these market changes are driven, in part, by the possibility of data-driven creativity. And so even if data-driven creativity does not address the risk of success directly, it indirectly helps to mitigate it.

We see this most clearly in the case of Spotify and other large digital music streaming services. As legitimate music streaming services have risen to market prominence, piracy rates have declined. The reason for this is not difficult to discern: Digital music streaming services are built around “all-you-can-eat” pricing where the user pays a fee per month to access the streaming service’s catalog. So long as that catalog contains most of the music that the user wants to hear, and so long as the price is low enough that most consumers are willing to pay, there is less incentive to pirate music. Piracy is time-consuming, requires some technical knowledge, and can be risky—both legally and in terms of exposure to viruses and malware. With an all-you-can-eat streaming service of sufficient scope (about which we say more later) the incentive to pirate, already low for many individuals, effectively goes to zero.

This effect is dependent on streaming services that offer a catalog comprehensive enough to satisfy a large share of consumer demand.


251 The advent of iTunes showed that a well-organized, easily searched, and comprehensive catalog of music will deter piracy markedly even when consumers pay piecemeal for content. The rise of subscription streaming, with huge catalogs available for one price, meaning each new piece of content consumed comes at zero marginal cost, deters far more.
Underlying this point is a key characteristic that we are likely to see generally in markets for content produced via data-driven authorship: scale. That is, firms that engage in data-driven creativity are likely to be large firms and perhaps even dominant ones in their fields. We see already that the leading digital distribution platforms—Amazon, Netflix, Spotify, Apple Music, and MindGeek—are large, powerful firms. As they deploy consumer data more expansively, and move further down the road to data-driven creativity, and as the returns to massive data gathering grow, we can expect these firms to grow larger. There is a countervailing trend at the moment in the market for video streaming toward more, rather than fewer firms. As noted earlier, Disney has entered the market, and Apple is set to do so as well. In the short term, the market for video streaming may become more fragmented and competitive. We are speculating here, but in the long term, we suspect that returns to scale will move the market toward consolidation. The question is whether returns to scale begin, at some size, to flatten. If so, then pressure toward consolidation may have a limit, and we may see a stable market equilibrium emerge of several large firms. In any event, these firms are likely to exercise substantial market power, both because they will control “must-have” content and because the need for competitors to be large enough to collect the data necessary to create appealing content efficiently may emerge as a key barrier to entry.

The advantages of scale are well-known in the technology world. Many digital companies exhibit returns to scale based on network effects. Facebook, for example, is successful in large part because it is successful: With so many people on the network, others want to be on too. The dynamic for streaming platforms is similar but distinct. There are no comparably powerful network effects operating for digital streaming services (though some try to introduce them via social media-style sharing features). But the returns to scale for streaming are substantial. This is true both because the all-you-can-eat model is much more attractive when the buffet is large and varied and because more subscribers mean more data. These elements can come together into a positive feedback loop: More choices leads to more
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subscribers, which leads to more data, which produces in turn better cues on content and, over time, a lower risk of failure, which attracts more investment and increases the efficient scale of the firm and the number of choices it offers subscribers.

Of course, the fact that the use of data will tend to drive up the efficient scale of content production and distribution platforms is not an entirely happy story, for what often follows in the wake of scale is market power—i.e., the power of a firm to charge a supra-competitive price for its products or services. This is especially likely to be true in the case of data-driven creativity, because, as has already been noted, the shift to data-driven creativity is likely to erect new barriers to competition. Firms wishing to enter a content market where data mining is central to success must build a large distribution platform and acquire and analyze the data that allows them to shape content that is at least as attractive as that offered by rivals. Would-be competitors, in other words, will have to enter at scale.

The upshot is that large production and distribution firms engaged in data-driven creativity are likely to face less pressure from competition over time. And the consequences of that are two-faced. On the one hand, insulation from competition may mean that these firms can more easily support creative production. A firm’s scale can substitute, to some extent, for the insulation from competition that copyright provides. But, combined with the barriers to entry that data-driven creativity is likely to raise, this could also allow these platforms to exercise significant pricing power.

This presents a puzzle—one which we believe will arise inexorably as the effects of the second digital disruption take root and drive the reorganization of markets and firms. In moving toward data-driven creativity, firms are likely to gain both scale and meaningful market power. And that market power can, to a degree, substitute for copyright protection, such that we can do with less restrictive copyright rules while realizing the same level of creative output. At the same time, the rise of data-driven creativity raises the possibility that incumbents in content production and distribution markets will exercise significant power over both price and the terms (e.g., quality of service, usage caps, etc.) on which they will deal with consumers. If incumbents exploit that power fully to maximize their profits, that could lead to the same deadweight losses that we generally fear from copyright protection—i.e., substantially supra-competitive prices, which leads to the pricing out of consumers who can only afford content at a lower, competitive price, or even at a lower but still supra-competitive price.
The standard response to such (ab)use of market power is antitrust law. But antitrust intervention—at least based on current doctrine—is unlikely to be an effective countermeasure to the market power that data-driven creativity can enable. Crucially, modern antitrust is based on a consumer welfare standard. It trains its sights on concentration that can be shown to harm consumers (as distinguished from competitors). As a result it is generally not hostile to bigness as such. Firms that benefit from the virtuous feedback loop that data-driven creativity can provide will be able to point to efficiencies which, they will say, with significant justification, are pro-competitive. These same efficiencies will, on the other hand, raise barriers to entry. But the competitor who didn’t enter is like the dog that didn’t bark: It is very difficult to identify. So antitrust enforcers will be faced with certain benefits and uncertain harms, a combination that often leads to inaction.

There is an antitrust tool, the so-called “essential facilities doctrine,” that could conceivably be used to force firms to share data with rivals. The essential facilities doctrine is a theory of antitrust liability that seeks to bar a monopolist from leveraging its monopoly power to obtain a competitive advantage by denying its rivals access to some resource or facility that is (a) impracticable or impossible to replicate, and (b) essential to the rival’s capacity to compete. The remedy is the imposition on the monopolist of an obligation to grant access to the essential facility.
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We are deeply skeptical that antitrust’s essential facilities doctrine could serve as a meaningful brake on the market power that data-driven creativity may create. First, the doctrine is seldom used, and its validity is uncertain. The Supreme Court has explicitly reserved judgment on whether the essential facilities doctrine exists at all.259 Second, application of the doctrine is limited to firms that are classified as possessing “monopoly power.”260 This is a very demanding threshold criterion—generally, firms must enjoy market share of at least 50%,261 in a properly defined relevant product market, as well as substantial barriers to entry. A number of courts have demanded a substantially higher share. The Fifth Circuit observed that “monopolization is rarely found when the defendant’s share of the relevant market is below 70%.”262 Similarly, the Tenth Circuit noted that to establish “monopoly power, lower courts generally require a minimum market share of between 70% and 80%.”263 Likewise, the Third Circuit stated that “a share significantly larger than 55% has been required to establish[] prima facie market power”264 and held that a market share between 75% and 80% of sales is “more than adequate to establish a prima facie case of power.”265

Given these constraints, it is unlikely that (absent substantial reform) the essential facilities doctrine would provide a route to resolve the competition issues that data-driven creativity might raise. More broadly, we believe that the bottom line with respect to antitrust is clear—absent either a fundamental shift in doctrine266 or evidence

259 See Verizon Commc’ns Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, 540 U.S. 398, 410–11 (2004) (“We have never recognized such a doctrine[,] . . . and we find no need either to recognize it or to repudiate it here.”).

260 See MCI Commc’ns Corp. v. AT&T Co., 708 F.2d 1081, 1132–33 (7th Cir. 1983) (listing the four elements necessary to establish liability under the doctrine as: “(1) control of the essential facility by a monopolist; (2) a competitor’s inability practically or reasonably to duplicate the essential facility; (3) the denial of the use of the facility to a competitor; and (4) the feasibility of providing the facility”).

261 See Monopolization Defined, FED. TRADE COMMISSION, https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/competition-guidance/guide-antitrust-laws/single-firm-conduct/monopolization-defined (last visited Aug. 15, 2019) (“Courts look at the firm’s market share, but typically do not find monopoly power if the firm (or a group of firms acting in concert) has less than 50 percent of the sales of a particular product or service within a certain geographic area.”).

262 Exxon Corp. v. Berwick Bay Real Estates Partners, 748 F.2d 937, 940 (5th Cir. 1984) (per curiam).

263 Colo. Interstate Gas Co. v. Nat. Gas Pipeline Co. of Am., 885 F.2d 683, 694 n.18 (10th Cir. 1989) (citation omitted).


265 Id. at 188.

266 There is currently considerable foment within antitrust circles regarding whether to jettison the consumer welfare standard and to expand antitrust doctrine in a way that would allow it to attack bigness as such. For an account of the current debates, see Daniel
of cartelization or of single-firm activity that meets the current very demanding standards for Sherman Act monopolization liability, antitrust is unlikely to arrest the move toward larger scale in the digital content production and distribution markets that data-driven creativity reinforces.

Yet antitrust intervention is not the only discipline on the market power of such content distribution firms. Piracy is another. If incumbents seek to exploit the full measure of their market power, some consumers are likely to defect from legal streaming services and resume pirating content. In this sense, piracy may act as an “invisible competitor.”\textsuperscript{267} For similar reasons, piracy may also be a constraint on the potential for fragmentation of the market for video streaming that some have suggested would result from the entry of Disney and Apple. If fragmentation leads to a set of streaming services each of which has a catalog too small to satisfy a large share of demand for a large population of consumers, then marginal incentives to pirate will rise.\textsuperscript{268}

None of this is to suggest that piracy should be ignored entirely or that copyright protection should be removed. But, if the logic of data-driven creativity unfolds in a way that provides content production and distribution incumbents with very substantial market power, then the ability of consumers to exit streaming services and use digital file-sharing techniques to share pirated content will serve as a kind of brake. To be sure, many consumers will not engage in extensive copyright infringement, especially when legal alternatives exist. But the history of Napster, Grokster, and similar firms shows that piracy of creative content can become accepted and entrenched among consumers when lawful means of obtaining content are cumbersome or overly expensive.\textsuperscript{269}

The potential utility of piracy leads to a broader point about the role of copyright in a world of data-driven content. In that world, already emerging as we write, market power, and the access to data that achieving scale as a digital distributor enables, may prove to be


\textsuperscript{268} See id.

the new marginal criterion for success in the marketplace for creative works. That was the essence of the argument of Time Warner and AT&T in their response to the DOJ antitrust challenge to their merger. There is an additional complexity: The minimum efficient scale of streaming firms is likely to vary along with firms’ business models. For firms, like Netflix, that are streaming pure-plays, the returns to data are one-dimensional—the data is valuable to the extent it increases the value of the content that Netflix produces and distributes. But for some firms, content may only be a selective incentive or loss leader whose aim is to help achieve something else. That is true of Amazon, which spent $4.5 billion on non-sports content production in 2017, and for which content appears to be primarily a lure for its larger strategy: maximizing Prime memberships. Ultimately, diversified firms like Amazon—the “Everything Store”—may prove to be more efficient than content pure-plays like Netflix at converting data into profits. If that is the case, then we are likely to see increasing returns not only to scale, but to scope—i.e., returns that increase as more types of goods are produced. In markets for content subject to scope efficiencies, we should see content increasingly produced and distributed by firms that offer products and services other than the content itself.

At bottom, data-driven content producers like MindGeek, Netflix, and Amazon are doing to their respective fields what the forces of competition and innovation are meant to do: reduce the cost of producing and distributing something consumers want. It isn’t particularly surprising that the same trends we see in a range of markets, especially in the technology field, are beginning to affect markets for creative production. What is less appreciated is what technology-driven cost-reduction means for our traditional theories and doctrines of intellectual property. As we noted above, intellectual property law works by creating government-sanctioned and enforced monopolies for creators, so they and only they can reap the returns from their creations. Yet as Mark Lemley notes,

> the development of cost-reducing technologies [via digital technologies] may actually weaken the case for IP. If people are intrinsically motivated to create (as they seem to be), then the easier it is to
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270 See supra notes 7–8 and accompanying text.
271 Molla, supra note 138.
272 See Dastin, supra note 202 (describing how Amazon customers who stream Amazon video content renew their Prime subscriptions more frequently than those who do not).
274 See supra text accompanying notes 241–43.
create and distribute content, the more content is likely to be available even in the absence of IP. And if the point of IP is to encourage either the creation or the distribution of that content, cost-reducing technologies may actually mean we have less, not more, need for IP.\footnote{Lemley, supra note 205, at 464.}

The rise of data-driven creativity represents the thin end of the wedge that Lemley describes. What role will intellectual property rights play in a world in which the risk, and therefore the cost, of producing creative works has fallen substantially? A world in which creative content may serve primarily as advertisements for other goods and services rather than as products that are themselves the focus of monetization? A world in which maximum viewership, rather than maximum direct revenues, is the primary goal? What changes when content becomes no longer the product but a loss leader or selective benefit that is really aimed at securing the brand loyalty, patronage, and data of as many consumers as possible?

In this world, copyright protection is far less central, because content is far less central. But as we have repeatedly stressed, this does not mean that we can do without copyright. Copyright will often still be necessary to prevent rivals from copying and thereby undercutting incumbents’ investments. For example, some amount of copyright protection would be necessary to prevent would-be entrants from jump-starting entry into the streaming market by populating their platform with copied content. The question is what degree of copyright protection is necessary to accomplish that. For example, consider copyright terms. Currently U.S. copyright lasts for the life of the author plus seventy years—a substantial increase over the statutory limits granted in the past.\footnote{This is the term for the works of natural authors. See 17 U.S.C. § 302(b) (2012). For anonymous works, pseudonymous works, and works made for hire, the term is ninety-five years from the year of the work’s first publication, or 120 years from the year of the work’s creation, whichever expires first. See id. § 302(c).} It seems possible that, as data-driven creativity takes hold, copyright of shorter duration might be sufficient both to deter piracy by rivals and to maintain adequate incentives to produce new work, given the reduction in risk that data-driven authorship promotes. Gauging the optimal length of copyright is an exceedingly difficult problem and certainly beyond the scope of this Article; the central point is that the second digital disruption, by altering the creative process, ought to have commensurate impact on the legal regime undergirding creativity.
D. Data-Driven Creativity and the Moral Case for Copyright

We close with some thoughts about the implications of the second digital disruption for the moral intuitions that undergird copyright law. The traditional account of authorship—and the account that underlies much of copyright law—is Promethean: That is, the creator is viewed as a lone genius, a benefactor of humankind, a hero who brings something transformative from the heavens to man, as Prometheus brought fire.277

This Promethean account has been central to Anglo-American copyright law since the first modern copyright statute, the British Statute of Anne of 1710.278 The full title of the Statute of Anne—“An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by Vesting the Copies of Printed Books in the Authors or Purchasers of such Copies, during the Times therein mentioned”279—speaks clearly of the statute’s framing as a scheme to incentivize authors to create new works. In alignment with this purpose, the Statute of Anne granted rights to authors, rather than to publishers, as had been the norm under the Licensing Act that preceded the Statute of Anne under English law.280

From its inception, U.S. copyright law took the same author-centric approach. It began with the articulation in the Constitution’s grant to Congress of the power to make copyright and patent laws: “The Congress shall have Power . . . To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”281 Note that Congress is limited to granting copyrights only to “Authors,” and the authors’ rights grounding of copyright is again linked to the achievement of a consequentialist purpose (the “promot[ion of] . . . Progress”).282 The first U.S. copyright statute, the Copyright Act of 1790, was, like the Statute of Anne on which it was modeled, titled “an act for the encouragement of learning.”283 And

277 And one whose efforts to improve human existence might end in tragedy: For his trouble, the gods chained Prometheus to a rock and sentenced him to an exquisite form of eternal torment, sending an eagle to make daily visits to feed on his liver, which would grow back each night.
278 8 Ann. c. 19. A critical issue, of course, is who or what counts as an author. For examples of early and influential treatments of this issue, see generally the essays collected in The Construction of Authorship: Textual Appropriation in Law and Literature (Martha Woodmansee & Peter Jaszi eds., 1994).
279 8 Ann. c. 19.
280 Compare 8 Ann. c. 19, § 2 (giving rights to “the author of any book”), with Licensing of the Press Act 1662, 13 & 14 Car. 2 c. 33, § 3 (focusing on the authority of printers to license books for printing).
281 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
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283 Copyright Act of 1790, 1 Stat. 124, 124.
also like the Statute of Anne, the 1790 Copyright Act granted rights to authors and not to publishers.\textsuperscript{284}

Although the Anglo-American understanding of copyright as a system for incentivizing authorship is consistent with the Promethean model of authorship, it is not the only justification for copyright that is consistent with that model. Copyright systems, such as those in continental Europe, that emphasize the rights of authors to control the products of their labor or to own those works which reflect their individual personality,\textsuperscript{285} are also fully consistent with the Promethean model.

Despite the strong focus on economic incentives in U.S. law, in practice many Americans seem to view intellectual property protections in moral terms more akin to the continental European perspective. There is very little empirical research investigating the roots of public support for intellectual property rights. But it is far from clear that concerns about incentives actually motivate the public much in the United States. A significant, and suggestive, exception to this dearth of research is Gregory Mandel’s experimental work assessing lay and expert perceptions of the justifications for intellectual property law.\textsuperscript{286} Mandel finds that while experts (intellectual property lawyers) overwhelmingly tended to identify incentives as the rationale for IP laws (82.8% in Mandel’s study),\textsuperscript{287} lay perceptions differed dramatically. Mandel found that lay participants “tended to have a strong, negative reaction to copying another person’s work,” and that “[t]his reaction was rooted in moral and ethical disapproval of copying, not legal concerns.”\textsuperscript{288} Only 25.9% of lay respondents identified incentives to create as the chief justification for intellectual property laws.\textsuperscript{289} In contrast, more than 74% identified some form of moral or ethical concern as the justification for laws restricting the copying of creative works.\textsuperscript{290} Importantly, respondents’ moral and ethical concerns appeared to be rooted in two intuitions: (1) respect for the rights of authors (37.1% of respondents identified either authors’ natural rights [25.9%] or authors’ rights of free expression [11.2%] as the basis for IP law)\textsuperscript{291}, and (2) objections to falsely taking credit for
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another’s work—i.e., plagiarism—which was identified by 37.1% of respondents as the justification for intellectual property law.292

Mandel concludes from this data that lay people are suffering from a “plagiarism fallacy.” In his words, “the popular perception of IP rights is that they are designed to prevent plagiarism, not to provide incentives or to protect creators’ natural or expressive rights.”293

Plagiarism—the taking of ideas or expression without proper credit—is not what intellectual property laws are, in fact, designed to address. Copyright law, for example, expressly permits the taking of ideas,294 and nothing in U.S. copyright law requires that one who takes an idea from another provide any form of credit.295 But our take-away from Mandel’s work is somewhat different. For our purposes here, we are not concerned with the accuracy of lay perceptions about intellectual property law. We are focused on whether the rise of data-driven creativity is likely to undermine or strengthen those perceptions. And it seems likely to us that data-driven creativity is likely to undermine each of the moral perceptions underlying intellectual property protection and, in the process, ultimately weaken the Promethean model of authorship.

For example, the use of data to create content is likely to blur the plagiarism intuition. In the Promethean model, the author expresses herself via a creative work. The copyist then takes that expression, sometimes without credit. That taking without credit is the harm that many perceive—harm through free-riding on the creative effort of others without acknowledgement. But in a world of data-driven creativity the author is both expressing herself and simultaneously doing something that looks like plagiarism—she is taking inputs provided by others and using it in her work without credit. The work is in a sense collective but also reflective of the many inputs of others. The author, like the copyist, is consequently taking from others without credit, and that shift in agency may well revise intuitions in a way that scrambles the association between the work and its “author.” The nature of authorship moves from a relatively straightforward and heroic model
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294 See 17 U.S.C. § 102(b) (2012) (“In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work.”).
295 See Christopher Jon Sprigman, Christopher Buccafusco & Zachary Burns, What’s a Name Worth?: Experimental Tests of the Value of Attribution in Intellectual Property, 93 B.U. L. Rev. 1389, 1399 (2013) (explaining that “U.S. IP law accords [attribution] very little recognition” and that “[a] attribution is not one of the exclusive rights that U.S. copyright law gives to authors”).
of the solitary genius to one in which authors are able to do their work because they are fed by—and free-ride on—streams of information about consumer preferences.  

Data-driven creativity is likely also to complicate public intuitions that authors deserve to own works which they have created through their labor. In the case of a data-driven content production, who, precisely, is laboring? Again, there is no simple binary; even in a world where data-driven creativity is the norm, we would still recognize that authors are laboring—at least where authors are assisted by data and algorithms, rather than being entirely displaced by them. But authorial labor will be guided by data, and the public’s intuition may be that the individuals whose decisions and actions produce the data have an interest in that data and in the creative work that is fed by it. Individuals’ interests in their data are of uncertain provenance; perhaps those interests sound in privacy more than in labor. The technological changes that actuate data-driven creativity are too recent for any firm conclusions about their social meaning. But regardless of the source of others’ claims, the fact that they exist complicates the narrative about authorial labor because the author’s labor is in part dependent on, or made effective by, something generated by someone else.

Finally, to the extent that public intuitions about the justification for copyright law have focused on the idea that works of authorship are stamped indelibly with the personality of their author, the rise of data-driven creativity also blurs this “personality” justification (made famous by Margaret Radin297) for authorial property rights. Works of data-driven creativity reflect not just the personality of their putative author. They also reflect the revealed preferences—and, in a sense, the “personality”—of the audience. While we may be hesitant to equate mere preferences with personality, a work of data-driven creativity may well be perceived as reflecting as much about its audience as about its author. The exact ratio is unlikely to matter. The point is that data-driven creativity cannot plausibly be described simply as the author impressing his personality upon the world—a conceit that, frankly, is contestable even for the most traditional works of author-
ship. But it retains little intuitive traction when a work is deeply shaped by data collection and analysis.

This is not to predict that people will abandon the idea that there are individual authors or conclude that works of data-driven creativity are not creative. Nor will they necessarily perceive that the creative elements of a work are no longer linked to an identifiable author, or that, as a consequence, authors do not have a justifiable property claim in their works. But the strength of all of these entwined intuitions may well ebb.

What may rise in place of the Promethean model of creativity—or at least alongside it—is something we will call the “Panoptian” model. Our term invokes Argus Panoptes, the hundred-eyed giant of Greek mythology who served as an unsleeping watchman for Hera. Argus lives on in modern English in the phrase “argus-eyed,” which means “vigilant.” And this gets to the heart of how data-driven creativity, as it becomes embedded in content creation, may change popular impressions of the nature of creativity and, as a consequence, popular intuitions about the moral standing of creators to claim legal rights in their work.

In the Panoptian model, creators are no longer Promethean geniuses who bring something previously unknown from the heavens down to earth. Instead, they are unsleeping watchers. Put differently, they are integral parts of a system of surveillance—constantly gathering information about what we like and desire. Data-driven content producers are not Promethean authors impressing their personalities on the world but rather watchful Panoptian “authors” gathering cues from our preferences and using those cues to construct creative works that, in large part, re-transmit ourselves to ourselves.

In short, a world of pervasive streaming is one with a system of preference-surveillance, although it is a system that we, as consumers, have for the most part bought into willingly. But, in the wake of recent privacy controversies, the public may come to view the process of data-driven creativity as both less than entirely beneficent and productive of content that is not entirely “new.” At the moment, public intuitions founded in a Promethean model of authorship undergird our current system of powerful intellectual property rights.

---
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revised understanding based in a Panoptian model of authorship may nudge us toward a more limited copyright regime.

How is copyright law likely to account for these shifts in the public’s intuitions about creativity? We can again only speculate, but we see two broad possibilities. One is that the public commitment to authors’ rights weakens across the board. In this case, copyright law is likely to contract as both the economic justification and the moral intuitions that underlie it ebb. The second possibility is the growth of a commitment to preserve legal protection for Promethean authorship, which may be perceived as under threat given the many market advantages Panoptian (and often corporate) authorship confers. It is possible that people will wish to preserve and protect more individual, Promethean creativity. Perhaps as a society we will make a value judgment about the worth of human authorship. We may seek to vindicate authorship that does not rely so heavily on data about others’ preferences, based, perhaps, on a normative stance that art should transcend the mere question of what people want.

Such a position is defensible, though we do not attempt to defend it here. The immediate question is how, if we were to adopt a normative stance in favor of Promethean creativity, we would shape policy to counterbalance the market advantages of data-driven creativity. Copyright policy is unlikely to play much more than a symbolic role. As we noted earlier, intellectual property rights can protect works once they achieve market success. But they do nothing to guarantee that success. As advances in data collection and analysis expand to additional forms of content, Promethean authors are likely, on the whole and over time, to face a competitive disadvantage.

CONCLUSION

The dawn of digital file-sharing in the 1990s ushered in a rapid and indeed revolutionary series of changes in many creative industries. This first digital disruption, most intensely focused on music, engendered significant consumer piracy and in turn significant efforts to deploy copyright law in an ultimately quixotic effort to protect entrenched but aging business models. The second digital disruption is deeper. The advent of streaming has transformed how creative content such as music and film is distributed and, increasingly, how it is made. Streaming enables a form of communication between consumer and creator that has profound effects on not only the ecology of innovation but also on the foundational assumptions of intellectual property law.
The central feature of the second digital disruption is the ability to gather data about consumer preferences, data that can be used by producers in variety of ways. As we have described, the most basic approach is simply to categorize and suggest content to consumers based on past consumption patterns—what many of us are familiar with from shopping on Amazon or browsing Netflix. Ads targeted to us based on our consumption patterns are similarly familiar. Further along the pathway, firms such as Netflix use their data troves to make investment decisions about what content to acquire. And at the extreme end of a road that leads toward ever more pervasive data-driven creativity, MindGeek uses its billions of monthly views not only to invest but also to make decisions about specific features of adult content. All these practices rely on access to fine-grained data and the scale to gather that data. Firms such as Netflix, Spotify, Amazon, and Apple also rely on the tendency of consumers, once they have purchased a subscription streaming service, to graze at the vast all-you-can-eat buffet of content rather than seek out illicit copies in the darker corners of the internet.

The result is twofold. What we have called the “risk of failure”—the risk that a creative work will not find an audience—is reduced, perhaps markedly, when audience tastes can be discerned and monitored over time and content finely calibrated to push the right buttons. And what we have termed the “risk of success”—the risk that a creative work that does reach an audience will, absent well-enforced intellectual property rights, be copied by others—is also reduced when many consumers can access all the content they desire via their streaming subscriptions. Both these risk-reduction effects are a product of the second digital disruption, as both depend on mass digital distribution technologies for their impact. Together, they promise to create a more predictable world for content creators.

These developments have major economic implications, as Time Warner’s expensive courtroom battle to merge with AT&T illustrates. But we also see major legal implications. As content becomes more predictable in its market success, and piracy less likely, the need for broad and durable intellectual property rights is reduced. Copyright law still has an important role. But since the expected return on investment in creative works is more secure in this new world, the need for government intervention to prop up creator investment (or, more precisely, expectations about investment) via
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legal rights is lower. In short, the impact on intellectual property law from the second digital disruption is quite distinct from the first. Rather than increase the need for intellectual property protection, as many content firms argued was necessary in the first disruption, the second digital disruption has reduced it.

We also expect that the widespread use of data will increase returns to both scale and scope in many markets for new creative work. This is likely, we believe, to raise additional concerns about competition and innovation in markets already dominated by a small number of large firms. We are skeptical that antitrust law, at least under current doctrine, will exercise effective superintendence of the market power that data-driven creativity is likely to create. Somewhat counterintuitively, we believe that the most effective break on the market power of powerful streaming platforms may be the prospect of renewed piracy should those firms exploit their market power in ways that cause consumers to bridle.

The exact contours of the legal implications of the second digital disruption remain to be seen. We are still in the early stages. But it is clear that the move to digital is not just a move to a new form of distribution. It is as much as about the inflow of information as the outflow. As a result, it augurs a new form of communication and of creation that is likely to change our intuitions and rules about intellectual property in many ways, only some of which we can dimly perceive today.